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FOREWORD 
In its role as provider ofrechnical information to the state's counties and municipalities, the Highway 
Extension and Research Project for Indiana Counties and Cities (HERPICC) makes available annually 
projections of revenue that would r.esuIt from enactment of a Local Option Highway User Tax (LOHun 
by a County Council. [Note: The LOHUT is commonly referred to in the press as the Wheel Tax, but that 
is just one of a LOHUT's two major components.] The projected revenue values contained in the report 
are the product of computer programs developed by HERPICC staff members. 
This guide is provided to explain the output generated by the computer programs, and to suggest ways 
in which the results can be adapted to specific LOHUT proposals before a County Council. HERPICC 
neither endorses nor opposes passage of a LOHUT. The revenue projections it provides are intended as an 
aid to well-informed decision-making on the part of a county's citizens and its County Council. 
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BACKGROUND 
In 1980, the Indiana General Assembly passed legislation (lC 6-3.5-4 and IC 6-3.5-5) authorizing any 
county to adopt a Local Option Highway User Tax (LOHUT). LOHUT is actually two taxes that must be 
adopted at the same time: 
1. A surtax of between 2 and 10 percent placed on the vehicle excise tax paid annually at the time of 
registration by owners of automobiles, motorcycles, and trucks in the 11,000 pound weight class or 
lighter, with a minimum surtax amount of $7.50 per vehicle. 
2. A "Wheel Tax" of between $5 and $40 per vehicle placed on all vehicles not subject to the Excise 
SurtaX. The Wheel Tax vehicle categories are: 
a. Buses (except church buses) 




f. Trucks over the 11 ,OOO-Ib. class 
Each of these categories above may be further subdivided by the County Council in establiShing 
specific Wheel Tax rates, as long as the definitions of Indiana's standard vehicle weight classes are not 
violated. See the Registration Transmittal form in Appendix A at the end of this guide for these weight 
classes. Because it is now possible to register certain vehicles on a two- or five-year cycle and the regis-
tration fees have been changed, this particular form is now obsolete, but it is still the most convenient 
way to show which vehicles are subject to the excise surtax tax (*) and which are subject to the wheel tax 
(triangle) .. Except for the state license branch's 15 cents per vehicle collection fee, all revenues generated 
by a LOHUT must remain within the county for use on county and local highways and streets. 
GUIDE TO THE OUTPUT 
Estimates of the revenue that could be generated by a LOHUT in any of Indiana's 92 counties in 1991 
are contained in Appendices B through D at the end of this guide. Exhibits B through D in Figure 1 are 
excerpts from Appendices B through D for a sample county. Howard County was chosen as the sample 
county because its population, road mileage, and vehicle registrations are all fairly close to that of the 
"average Indiana county". The data used as input in this example were: 
1. 1990 Population Census figures 
2. Indiana Department of Transportation road and street mileage certification for 1991 
3. Vehicle Registration totals on file at the Bureau of Motor Vehicles at the end of 1991 
4. Vehicle Excise Tax rates now in effect. 
[NOTE: The LOHUT revenue projections for the current year are based on the most recent data available. 
If any data appear to be outdated or incorrect, please contact Jon Fricker at HERPICC (see the Foreword), 
Figure 1. Using a sample county (Howard) as a guide to LOHUT output in Appendices B through O. 
Exhibit B 
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County 1990 Excise Tax Vehicles Gross 
" Veh Net Excise Surtax Collections 
....... ---_ .. _-- ...... ---- ... _ ...... ------_ ..... -- Revs. Branch wi th ........ --- ... - .. -- ..... _ ..... - ..... -_ ... --- "'--"'---"'''' 
Pass Trucks Motor- Total 10.0" Fees SurtaK wi th no min. with $7.50 min. 
Cars <11000 Cycles Veh. Surtax ( " ) <$7.50 ($1000) ($1000) 
================s== ••• ===== ••• ===== •• ==============================.=========== •• =========.== ••••••••••••••••••••• 
34- howard 43753 16006 1729 61488 787578. 9223. 48.7 778.35 934.23 
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Exhibi t C 
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34- howard 
Buses{"") 66 330. 10. 20.00 320. 2630. 1310. 
Rec-Veh 1013 5085. 152. 20.00 4913. 40368. 20108. 
Semi -Trai I .. 23 2115. 63. 20.00 2052. 16857. 8397. 
Tractors 309 15 .. 5. 48. 20.00 1499. 12314 . 613". 
Lt . Trai I . 4649 23245. 697. 20.00 22548. 185263. 92283. 
Hvy Trlr(8) 199 995. 30. 20.00 965. 7930. 3950. 
Trucks(++) 527 2635. 79. 20.00 2556. 21001. 10461. 
Hvy Trks(+) 384 1920. 58. 20.00 1862. 15302. 7622. 
Totals 7570 37850. 1136. 36714. 30166". 150264. 
==:_================_====== __ z_=====zc •• e===========_:=====:_======================_=======2 
EKhibit 0 





Alloc from Alloc from 





======== •••• _=_= ___ = •••••• =====c==.====_==== ••• ========_== ••• =======_=============c •• =====_== ••• _ •• 
34---howard 
greentown 2172 10.76 21.00 22773.21 10"21.89 25952."5 
kokomo .... 982 193.98 421.66 457289.25 209273.00 521128.81 
russievi lie 988 5.00 9.80 10410.92 .. 76 ..... 3 118U.33 
C+T Streets "8122 209. r.. "52.26 .. 90 .. 73.38 22 .... 59.31 558U5.82 
County Roads 32705 873.02 5"7.74 59"019.62 2718"6.00 6769"7.38 
County Total 80827 882.76 1000.00 1084493.00 496305.31 1235893.00 
ess ••••••• = •••••••••••••••• = •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =.= •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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The reader is reminded that, for ~h city and town that sits astride county lines, its population (for allo-
cation formula purposes) has been assigned to those two counties in proportion to the road mileage it has 
in each county. Exact population figures for each part of the city or town were not available as this report 
was put together. 
TIle specific values pertaining to the first three input data items listed above, as appropriate, appear in 
the leftmost numerical columns of Appendices B through D. 
Exhibit B reflects the revenue that Howard County could raise from an Excise Surtax rate of 10 per-
. cent. with a minimum surtax amount of $7.50. Multiplying the Excise Tax paid by each of Howard 
County's 61,488 Excise Tax vehicles by 0.10 yields gross Excise Surtax revenues of $787,578 (numerical 
column 5). License branch fees of 15 cents per vehicle amounts to $9223 (column 6). If there were no 
$7.50 minimum surtax, the net surtax revenues would be $778,350 (column 8). But, in Howard County, 
48.7 percent (column 7) of Excise Tax vehicles paid less than $75 Excise Tax in 1991. Imposing the 
$7.50 "floor" on these vehicles raises the expected Excise Surtax revenues to $934,230 (column 9). 
If the proposed Excise Surtax rate were something less than 10 percent, more vehicles would be sub-
ject to the $7.50 minimum. For example, a 5 percent rate would have any vehicle paying an Excise Tax 
of $150 or less paying the minimum Excise Surtax of $7.50. This minimum would apply to a much 
larger percentage of Howard County's Excise Tax vehicles. Even with the $7.50 minimum surtax, the 5 
percent rate would raise much less net total revenue than the ten percent rate. 
Exhibit C displays potential revenues from the Wheel Tax portion of LOHUT. Trailers and trucks 
subject to the Wheel Tax can be broken into subcategories by standard weight classes. (See the Registra-
tion Transmittal form in Appendix A.) Each weight class could be taxed at a separate rate, between $5 
and $40, but the following arrangement was used in this report to simplify the calculation of Wheel Tax 
revenues: 







12K, 161(,221(, 22K+ 
16K, 201(, 26K 
30K through 66K+ 
The first numerical column of Exhibit C shows the number of Howard County vehicles registered in 
each of eight Wheel Tax categories. These categories were chosen to illustrate how different Wheel Tax 
vehicle types and weight classes could be handled separately. Sample 2 shows the revenues generated 
from the minimum Wheel Tax rate of $5. Subtracting the license branch fee (15 cents per Wheel Tax 
vehicle, column 3) yields minimum net Wheel Tax revenues of $36,714 (column 5). A $40 Wheel Tax 
Rate would produce $301,664 (column 6). The computer program that generated Exhibit C (and Appen-
dix C) can use any combination of Wheel Tax rates for the eight vehicle categories shown. For a 
"chosen" rate of $20 for each category (column 4), net revenues of $150,264 will result (column 7). 
----------------------------- -------------------------------
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Unlike the Excise Surtax (Exhibit B), variations on the Wheel Tax output (Exhibit C) are easy to do 
by hand Simply choose a Wheel Tax rate between $5 and $40, then multiply that rate by the number of 
vehicles listed for a category (column 1). Multiply each category's chosen rate by its column 1 entry, 
then add the eight products that result. Subtract branch fees (column 3) to get the net Wheel Tax reve-
nues from your combination of rates. In Exhibit C, the "chosen rate" is $20 for each category. Our hand 
calculation would be 
(66 x 20) + ... + (384 x 20) - (7570 x 0.15) = 150,264 
which matches the value in column 7 generated by the computer. 
If you desire more detail, or different Wheel Tax categories, request the most recent Registration 
Transmittal form prepared by the Ucense Branch in your county. Note in Appendix A that only those 
vehicles marked with solid triangles are subject to the Wheel Tax. 
Exhibit D deals with the distribution of LOHUT revenues among the cities, towns, and county 
governments within Howard County. Columns 1 and 2 show the population and road mileage for each 
local public agency (LPA) in Howard County. Column 3 shows the amount, out o/,each $1000 of reve-
nue coming to the county as a whole, that each LP A can expect to receive from the formula used to distri-
bute fuel tax revenues collected by the state through the Local Road and Street Account (LRSA). 1bese 
allocations are based on a combination of LP A populatioq and road mileage. (See Figure 2.) Thus, 
Greentown would receive $21.00 out of each $1000 generated by a Howard County LOHUT (column 3). 
In other words, Greentown's combination of population and road mileage entitles it to 2.100 percent of 
the revenues. Kokomo, Russiaville, and the County would receive shares of 42.166,0.960, and 54.774 
percent, respectively. 
Columns 5 and 6 show the minimum and maximum total revenues that could be realized under the 
current LOHUT legislation. The minimum revenues result when a 2 percent Excise Surtax and a $5 
Wheel Tax are imposed across the board. If a 10 percent surtax and a $40 Wheel Tax are applied, then 
maximum revenues are produced. Column 4 indicates the revenues that result from the 10 percent surtax 
and $20 uniform Wheel Tax "chosen" for this guide's Howard County example. 
Again, manual adjustments based on your county's specific variations are not difficult. Let us say that 
the Howard County LOHUT ordinance would yield $825,000 in net LOHUT revenues. This value would 
replace the $1,084,493.00 that is the "County Total" entry in column 4 of Exhibit D. Multiplying this new 
total by each LPA's column 3 entry, then dividing by 1000, will provide a new column 4 entry for each 
LPA. For example, Greentown's allocation would become: 
$825,OOOx 1~~00 =$17,325.00 
The LOHUT revenue shares for the other I ,PAs can be computed in the same way. 










60% BY POPULATION RATIO 




20% BY POPULATION RATIO 
80% BY MILEAGE RATIO 
Figure 2. The Local Road and Street Account (LRSA) Formula 
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series of programs, ending with a final printout on the separate PUCC computer system at Purdue. 
The assistance of each of these individuals and offices has been and continues to be essential to the com-
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Registration Transmittal Form 
.. SUBMIT AS FOllOWS PL VI & 2 WHITE· BUREAU COPIES 
PL V 3 PINK· BRANCH COpy 
WV II.IA., • "'Itt ~IS(D " 'bl 
~ .,I."';' •• S·.~.b.=.,,·'~'.C( ) ... "':" REGISTRATION TRANSMITTAL 
112.001 THIIDUOH 10.0001 A.~ 
BRANCH NO ____ CITY __________ _ 
COUNTY NO D"'T~E _______ _ 
TR .... NS NO PRE P .... RE D BY 
"I fUll IIU"'t" III III ISSutO 
1·01 "'SSE~ CAR • xxxx I 100 
1·02 ~S(N CAR • ~ 00 xxxx 
1·03 III !!CYClE • 400 900 
I.~ HOUSltAIIS IAV I • 900 1900 
1"0 IlEDlCLME WGIS )()()(X xxxx 
1·'2 fAAIi TRACIORS xxx x 200 
'·'3 S,,"CIAlIiACH xxxx 400 
TRUCKS 
,.~ 
'Il00 .. • A 900 1900 
1-()6 I .• " • y 1400 2900 
1·07 II .• " • I 2400 4900 
1·08 15Il00 .. • C 4900 9900 
,.0$ IV ... • 0 61 SO 12400 
','0 a.lOs • E 7400 14900 
,." 10.Il00 lOs 
• r 
10900 21900 
','2 .Il00 .. A G 13900 27900 




','5 ~.:lOO 10$ • • 23400 4&900 
1·16 flO ... 
· ~ 24900 49900 1·11 Moaoe. 
• p 
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1·18 
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• 21 IV 000 IllS • 0 3025 6' 50 
'22 ~0001O$ • { 3650 7400 
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, ~J 00 ,09 JC 
1·24 :160001111 • G 69 QC 13900 
'·25 .~ 000 .. • " 8S 25 '71 5C 1·26 4I0CID1IIS 
• J 
'00 25 20' 50 
1·27 ~.oooros • • "6 SO 23400 1·28 111000_ .. 
-
'2J 00 24900 
1·29 66.000 .... .. P 13' 50 26400 
1·30 ~66 000,'" • R 14025 28' 50 
TRAILERS 
1·31 3.000. • • 
, 50 400 
'·32 '.0001111 • B 500 11 00 1·33 7.0001111 .. C 700 '500 
'·108 .000 .... • v 900 ,900 1·34 12000111< • 0 2650 5400 1·35 16000. .. I 4150 84 00 







'·81 U.OCIDIII .. 0 1275 26 SO 
'·82 ".100" • { 2025 4150 
'·83 zt.OCID 1111 • f 31 SO 6400 
'·64 ~22.Im'" .. G ., SO 8400 
SEMI TRAILERS 
1·38 1(11, rtIAU'" • 1400 2900 
, ·311 1~5lIl1T'RA11. • XXXX 5900 
','06 'AMI.II, ITWl • 650 1400 
','07 2~ '_Slll' A xxxx 2900 
BUSES 
1·49 SCHOOl IUS • 900 '9 00 
'·50 OIUIICM IUS 900 '900 
1·51 IUSA • xxxx xxxx 
, ·52 lUst • '400 2900 
, .!>3 IUS 0 • /l,XXX xxxx 
...... e .. 
"" 
TRACTORS 11/ fULL .. u ..... .ltt" III III 'UutO uw 
,.~ 10.100" 
• A 
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'·55 a ... • • 1~00 209 00 
,·se 10Il00 .. • C 13150 264·00 
'·57 •. Il00'' • D 16150 32400 
,·se ''.Il00'' • ( '7900 3~9 00 ,.$8 
''.Il00'' • 
, 209 00 41900 
,..eo 
''.Il00'' • • 22400 44900 
,.e' 10.Il00'' • " 
24150 '~O(l 
1-&2 •. 100" • ~ 256 50 514 00 l.e3 n .• " • • 286 50 57400 
1,'0$ ".100" • , 296 50 594 00 
,·1\0 N .• " • A 32400 64900 1·1\1 N .• " • 
, 34900 69900 
'·112 
"'fL." A T 37900 759.00 FARM SEMI TRACTORS 
I·~ 10.Il00'' • A 2650 ~OO 
,." •. Il00'' • • ~1 50 1~00 1·86 IO.IIDO" • C 6~ 2~ 13' 50 
'·117 ..... • 0 80 25 16150 
, ·118 G .• " • ( 8900 17900 
'·99 ..... • f 10400 209 00 




'·'02 ".100" • 12775 256 SO 
'·103 n .• " A • 14275 286 50 
1·113 ".OCID Ib$ A , 147 75 296 SO 
'·"4 NOOO" • R 16150 32400 1·1'5 NIOO" •• S lH 00 34900 
'·116 11000 • 1 18900 37900 
to--n""1 ~EGISTRATlO~ !YW.' .... ATtI I COUN 
MISCELLANEOUS 
,." •• HOUR "fR"',' XXXX 
, ·93 3O·OAY"fR"'" xxxx 
, ·45 110 OAY "fR""! XXXX 
1·46 • R{PlC"" PlATES xxxx 
1·47 • OUP PlAT{S xxxx 
1·48 • fAEE REG'S1S XXXX 
'·80 • PI."PPliCA"O~S )(XXX 




I'UIlIC SAf£T Y fEE 
'·77 TOTAL 
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Excise Surtax Revenue Projections 
HERPICC 
12/16192 
Estimate of Potential Revenue to Counties From 
A local Option Excise Surtax Rate Of 10.0% and a Minimum Surtax Amount of '7.50 
B. 1 
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Branch wi th 
F",,,,s Sur-tall 
C~) <$7.50 
Net E)(cise Surtax Collections 
wi th no min. 
("000) 
wi th '7.50 mi n. 
($1000) 
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673 21819 202884. 3273. 57.6 
4561 217505 2520800. 32626. 50.1 
1260 51866 532248. 7780. 55.9 
141 7517 74911. 1128. 58.7 
289 10902 I 97825. 1635. 60.5 
74. 30844 386611. .627. .7 .• 
300 11686 112114. 1753. 57.6 
466 15542 154282. 2331. 57.1 
705 28853 290861. 4328. 56.4 
1110 61969 617852. 9295. 56.1 
473 19169 181050. 2875.59.0 
698 23472 234837. 3521. 56.6 
128 7711 54448. 1157. 68.4 
422 19447 I 188429. 7917 58.7 
610 30155' 288755. 4523. 56.8 
448 18178 182318. 2727. 55.7 
746 28.37 271982. 4266. 57.4 
1610 80362 8 •• 313. 1205.. 55.9 
.94 29384 I 312b81. 4408. 5 •. 0 
2922 110862 1180682. 16629. 53.8 
.98 19269 185835. 2890. 59.7 
736 46199 492010 6930. 54.1 
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HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimate of Potential Revenue to Counties From 
A local Option Excise Surtax Rate Of 10.0% and a Minimum Surtax Amount of '7.~0 
B. 2 
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Net Excise Surtax Collections 
with no min. 
($1000) 
wi th '7.50 mi n. 
($1000) 
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128040. 2292. 82.5 
150826. 2262. 56.8 
246465. 3691. 57.0 
532810. 7982. 57.8 
222459. 3613. 60.2 
1415269. 13273. 37.1 
453810. 5723. 48.9 
215248. 3762. 61.9 
767792. 9346. 46.8 
378571. 5720. 57.0 
787578. 9223. 48.7 
269938. 3953. 55.0 
275042. 4413. 58.4 
207993 ~982 53 3 
142973. 2558. 82.8 
202454. 3175. 58.2 
144931. 2887. 83.3 
802580. 10124. 48.8 
lf8l96. 4178. 584 
523487. 1400. 54.1 
163459. 2583. 57.3 
3282489. 43194. 51.7 


















































Estimate of Potential Revenue to Counties From 
A local Option EMcise Surtax Rate Of 10.0% and a Minimum SurtaK Amount of $7.50 
B. 3 
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Net Ellcisa SurtaK Collactions 
with no min. 
($1000) 
with $7.50 min .. 
($1000) 
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323451. 5013. 58.9 
1154276. 14484. 51.7 
6798354. 81319. 47.7 
311597. 4629. 55.6 
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112862. 1755. 58.5 
122976. 2098. 80.7 
98503. 1518. 58.3 
1137936. 13873. 47.1 
210266. 3064. 55.8 
























































Estimate of Potentia' Revenue to Counties From 
A Loca' Option Excise Surtax Rate Of 10.0% and a Minimum Surtax Amount of '7.50 
B. 4 
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Net Excise Surtax Collections 
wi th no min. 
($1000) 
wi th $7.50 mi n. 
($1000) 
czz_asz===as •• z.=:~=.=Z2=.=======_== •• =Z=========================================================== •• z==_===sa._ .. 
70- rush 






77 - su I , ivan 
78- switzerland 































































































127837. 2006. 58.1 
1905293. 25233. 51.3 
128342. 2380. 63.2 
314255. 4692. 56.3 
148249. 2266. 57.5 
140538. 2402. 60.9 
225324. 3261. 54.3 
144130. 2238.58.6 
45134. 814. 62.4 
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Appendix C 
Wheel Tax Revenue Projections 
HERPICC 
12/18/92 
Estlmete Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C. 1 
_&. __ ...... Z~=====&SZ •• 2.= •• _ •••• S.~ •••• ES~RS=====.==S=Z_=._E= •• _ •• __ ========~~~~~~-==:==~== 
County Gross Rev I Net Wheel Tftx Revenues from 
Wheel Tall 1991 from $5 Bral'1ch Chosen --_ ...... ---_ ... _----_ ... --_ ...... _--- ...... _-
VehiclA" RElgi~. WheEl I Tax Fees(") Retes $5-T3l1 $40·Tax Chosen 
(Do I la rs) (Do I I a rs) (001 I ftnl) 
====---~-~~=============.s=======_ •• ===========;;;;;;=======z======= __ === __ ==== ____ ========= 
1- e(le,"s 
Buses("") 22 110. 3. 7.0.00 107. 877. 437. 
Ree-Veh 290 U50. 43. 20.00 1407. 11558. 5757. 
Semi -Trai I 391 1955. 59. 20.00 1896. 15581. 7761. 
Tractors 172 880. 26. 20.00 834. 6854. 3414. 
Lt. Trai I . 2045 10225. 307. 20.00 9918. 81493. 40593. 
Hvy Trl r(O) 148 730. 22. 20.00 708. 5818. 2898. 
Trueks(++) 343 1715. 51. 20.00 1864. 13889. 6809. 
Hvy Trks(+) 160 800. 24. 20.00 776. 6376. 3176. 
Totals 3569 17845. 535. 17310. 142225. 70845 . 
• _--••• _-.-••••••••••• -_ •• ==-==== ••••••••• =.= ••••••••••••••••••••••••• --•••••••••••• __ •••• _= 
2 - allen 
Buses(--) 173 885. 28. 20.00 839. 6894. 3434. 
Rec-Veh 2038 10190. 306. 20.00 9884. 81214 . 40454. 
Semi-Trail 11895 59475. 1784. 20.00 57891. 474016. 238116. 
Tractors 5417 27085. 813. 20.00 26272. 215867. 107527. 
Lt. T ra i I 13570 67850. 2035. 20.00 65814 . 540785. 269365. 
Hvy Trl r(@) 719 3595. 108. 20.00 3487. 28652. 14272. 
Trueks(++) 2605 13025. 391. 20.00 12634. 103809. 51709. 
Hvy Trks(+) 1106 5530. 166. 20.00 5364. 44074. 21954. 
Totals 37523 187815. 5628. 181987. 1495291. 744832. 
=~==========~==*.===~=~==s====~==~~~========~==========~=====:================;===;= _______ = 
3- bar tho omew 
Duse ("") 
Ree- eh 
Semi -Trai I 
'Tractors 







































































Semi -Tra i I 
Trectors 
Lt. Trail. 


































































==z= •• ___ • ____ •••••••••••••••• _ •••• ___ •• =z~===c==========:zz==================_== ••• =======. 
(0) Branch fees are SO. 15 per collection S 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
("") Church bus registreti~n excluded 
(@) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of wej~ht class 16000-28000 LB 




Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel TaA Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C. 2 









(Do I lars) 
Branch 





Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
55-Tax 540-Tax Chosen 




Semi -Trai I 
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Lt. Trail. 











































































































































=================-==================================:=c======================~=:~::; ___ ==~_& 
7- brown 
DusesC OO ) 
Rec-Veh 
Semi -Tra i I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 
































































E.S: •••••••••••••• Z~==#S_ ••••• __ .&._szEa •••••• & •••• __ •••• s.~~.s.c ••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••• 








































































EZC: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C== •••••• =.~==========~~==s=~===================:c.z======== 
(0) Branch fees ara $0.15 per col laction & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(0') Church bus registration eXCluded 
(0) Heavy trei lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 15000-28000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight ·:Iass 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimate Of Potentiel Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5. $40. or any ·Chosen Retes·. 
C. 3 
_ •• Z •• _S_*c===~=== •••• _ ••• _ ••••••• _._a.: •••• s===s======.c==z=s.~ ••• __ =.==z===~~-~-~-==~===== 
County Gross Rev I Net Wheel Tex Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1991 from 55 Branch Chosen ------------------------------
Vehicl~~ R~gi~ Wheel Tax Fees(") Rate~ S5-Tox S40-Tax Chosen 
(Dollers) (Dollars) (Ooll"r~) 
zs==~~~-~~~=======ss= •• _z.=~==== •••••• z========~;_~~_~_;3::;===~~===sc_=s==z==.=s.========== 
9- cess 
Busesc··) 35 175. !;. 20.00 170. 1395. 695. 
Rec-Veh HO 2350. 70. 20.00 2280. 18729. 9330. 
Semi -Trei I 401 2005. 60. 20.00 1945. 15980. 7960. 
Trectors 237 1185. 36. 20.00 1149. 9444. 4704. 
Lt. Trei I. 2313 11565. 341. 20.00 11218. 92173. 45913. 
Hvy TrlrCO) 138 880. 20. 20.00 660. 5420. 2700. 
Trucks(++) 503 2515. 75. 20.00 2440. 20045. 9985. 
Hvy Trks(+) 371 1855. 56. 20.00 1199. 14784. 7364. 
Totels U66 22330. 870. 21860. 171970. 88650. 
__ ._ •••••• _ •••••••••••• a •• =.===s= __ ._ •• _ ••• _.~ •••••••••••••• c •• ===s.= ••••• =.=m •••••••• = •••• = 
10- . c I ark 
BusesC"") 133 865. 20. 20.00 U5. 5300. 26<10. 
Rec-Veh 191 3955. 119. 20.00 3838. 31521. 15701. 
Semi-Treil 1712 8860. 266. 20.00 8594. 10614. 35174. 
Tr3ctors 1324 8820. 199. 20.00 8421. 52761. ~6281. 
Lt.lreil. 3678 19390. 582. 20.00 18808. 154538. 76978. 
Hvy rrl,(@) 165 825. 25. 20.00 800. 6515. 3275. 
TrucksCH) 745 3725 .. 112. 20.00 3613. 29688. 14788. 
Hvy Trks(.) 131 855. 20. 20.00 835. 5220. 2600. 
To ta I s 8939 44695. 1341 . 43354. 356219. 177439. 
~=============~:===~=~=======~=======~===~======~~e===========================;;=;=;a_&a ___ ~ 
1 1- c I !lY 
Buses(··) 
Rec-Veh 
Semi - T ra i I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 


































































==:S •••••••••• S ••• 2 •• : •••••••••••••••••• a •••••••••••••••••• 2_ •• ~3m •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 








































































•• s~ •••• _ •• _ •••••••••• __ ••••••••• z ••• _ ••• _.=~============~st.=================.=E ••• S======. 
~') aranch fees are SO.15 per collection & 
remain the same. irrespective of tax 
(.') ChurCh bus registr~tion a.cluded 
(0) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ L8 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-28000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5. $40. or any "Chosen Rates". 
C. 4 
==.=_s ___ ._=====:s •••••••••••••••••••••• : •• === •• ====a. E •• ZC=C._ ••••• _=====:==~~~~~~~======== 
County I Gross Rev I Net Wheel Tax Revenues from Wheel Tax 1991 from $5 Branch Chosen ---- ... ----------- ... -_ .. _- .. ---_ ........ VehiclR:<: REOgis. Whee" Tax Fees(·) Rates $5-Tox $40·Tox Chosen 
(Dollars) (Do' lars) (00 I I" r!l) 
====-~~~==~======== ••• s_=.==s==== ••• =~._=======~~=~~~~=:~_:=~:=.=sc~= •• &_.===.#_cs.========= 
13- crawford 
Buses("·) 44 220. 7. 20.00 213. 1753. 873. 
Rec-Veh 106 530. 16. 20.00 514. 4224. 2104. 
Semi-Trail 5" 270. 8. 20.00 262. 2152. 1072. 
Tractors 43 2H). 6. 20.00 209. 1714. 854. 
It. Trai I . 872 3360. 101. 20.00 3259. 26779. 13339. 
Hvy Tr I reO) 35 175. 5. 20.00 170. 1395. 695. 
Trucks(++) 177 885. 27. 20.00 858. 7053. 3513. 
Hvy Trks(+) 27 135. 4. 20.00 131. 1076. 536. 
Totals 1158 5790. 174. 5816. 461.46. 22986. 
__ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• z ••••••••• c •••••••••••••••••••• __ •••••• z. __ . __ .. = •• _._ •••• _. __ .~ 
14· daviess 
Busas·(·· ) 78 380. 11. 20.00 369. 3029. 1509. 
Rac-Veh 355 1775. 53 20.00 1722. UU7. 7047. 
Semi -Trai I 506 2530. 76. 20.00 2454. 20164. 10044. 
Tractors 317 1585. 48. 20.00 1537. 12632. 6292. 
Lt. T ra i I . 1.434 7170. 215. 20.00 6955. 57145. 28465. 
Hvy Tr I r (e) 183 915. 27. 20.00 888. 7293. 3633. 
Trucks (++) 514 2870. 86. 20.00 2784. 22874. 11394. 
Hvy Trks(+) 240 1200. 36. 20.00 1164. 9564. 4764. 



















































































































































ss:z. ___ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :z==s*s===e:====~===================:c_.=.========z 
(0) Branch fees are SO.15 per collection & 
remain the same. irrespective of tax 
("") ChurCh bus regIstration excluded 
(0) Heavy trai lars of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5. $40. or any "Chosen Rates" . 
C. 5 
















Net Wheel Tex Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
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Tractors 
Lt. Trai I. 











































































































































~=============Z:E==~===~======~====~==~=================~~=======================_;=a~: ____ = 
19- dubois 
.Buses ( *. ) 
Rec-Veh 
Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 











































































































































••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _.z===::===========_z================s __ =zac:======= 
(*) . Branch fees are SO.15 per collection & 
remein the same, irrespective of tax 
(OOj Church bus registration excluded 
(0) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 15000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Estlmete Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5. $40. or any "Chosen Rates". 
C. 8 









(Do I lars) 
Branch 
Fees(·) 
(Do I tars) 
Chosen 
Rate!: 
(Do I I fJrl!) 
Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tox $40-Tax Chosen 
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Lt_ Trail. 
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=.~r •••••••••••••• &~_ •• s ••• _ ••• __ ••••••• _ ••• s_ •• _ ••••••••••• s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
24- frankl in 
Buses(·~) 
Rec.-Vtth 
Somi -Tra i I 
TractOrs 
Lt. Trail. 

































































43869. Z •••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••• Z ••••• 2.===*sr=~ •• = •• ~==.~================.:.==.c=======. 
(") Branch fees are 10.15 per collection & 
remein the same. irrespective of tex 
( •• ) Church bus registration excluded 
(0) Heavy trai lers Of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) TruCks of weight class 16000-28000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/9<' 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel TaA Of $5. $40. or any "Chosen Rates". 
C. 7 
=~._=._ ... _==~=~== •••••••••• _ ••••• =_ •••• SS._=S.SZZ_S2Z2=Z*====SK._~._====:===~~~~=~~=====~=~ 
County I Gross Rev I Net Wheel T"x Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1991 from $5. Branch Chosen ------------------------------
VehiclA~ Regis Wheel Tax Fees(') Retes $5-Tax S40-Tax Chosen 
( Do I I a r s ) ( Do I I a r s ) ( Do I I "r ~ ) 
=.=2~~-~~~~======== •• a_._.======= •• ==_=.=======~~~~_~~_=====:=====z==c= __ a=sc_._===K======== 
25- fulton 
Buses(") 21 105. 3. 70.00 102. 837. 417. 
Rec-Veh 311 1555. 47. 20.00 1508. 12393. 6113. 
Semi-Trail 218 1090. 33. 20.00 1057. 8687. 4327. 
Tractors 197 985. 30. 20.00 955. 7850. 3910. 
Lt. Trai I. 1409 7045. 211. 20.00 6834. 56149. 27969. 
Hvy Trlr(O) 115 575. 17. 20.00 558. 4583. 2283. 
Trucks(++) 347 1735. 52. 20.00 1683. 13828. 6888. 
Hvy Trks(+) 212 1060. 32. 20.00 1028. 8448. 4208. 
Totals 2830 14150. 425. 13726. 112776. 56176 . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• --••••••• __ = •••••••• _ •••••••••• =._._.c.= .... _ .. _:= ••••••• c~ ... _.= 
26- gibson 
Buses(--) 71 355. 11. 20.00 344. 2829. 1409. 
Rec-Veh 404 2020. 61. 20.00 1959. 16099. 8019. 
Semi-Trail 313 1565. 47. 20.00 1518. 12473. 6213. 
Tractors 228 1140. 34. 20.00 1106. 9086. 4526. 
Lt. Trai I. 1746 8730. 262. 20.00 8488. 89578. 34858. 
Hvy T'lr(@) 136 680. 20. 20.00 660. 5420. 2700. 
TruckS(H) 583 2915. 87. 20.00 2828. 23233. 11573. 
Hvy Trks(+) 362 1810. 54. 20.00 1756. 14426. 7186. 
Totals 3843 19215. 576. 18639. 153144. 76284. 


































































Totels 7704 38520. 1158. 37384. 30700 •. 15292 •. 









































































s=#s._ ••••••••••••• _ ••• s.s •••••••••• _ ••• a.z=£=~===~~======~:t==================s= ••• ======== 
(0) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same. irrespective of ta. 
("") Church bus registration excluded 
(0) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weioht class 16000-28000 LB 




Estimate Of Potentiel Revenue To Counties From 
Locel Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Retes·. 
C. 8 
_~= __ ~ ____ ==~=~===Z=ZSS.=._ ••••••• S •• ~_EZ_E.S=SZ====~==zZ~=;=X •• _._.S=:K=~===~~~~-~~=:=====s 
County I Gross Rev I Net Wheel Tex Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1991 from $5 Branch Chosen -----------------_ ..... ---------. 
VehiclA~ RE'lgi~. Wheel Tex Fees(·) Rates $5-Tox $40·Tox Chosen 
(Do I Ie rs) (Do I lars) (Dol I firs) 
s===~~~~~-~==========z== •• =======._E==.========_~;~~~_~~====:=========a=&==.= •• _ •• =.======== 
29- hemi I ton 
Buses(··) 72 380. 11 . 20.00 349. 2889. 1429. 
Rec-Vah 807 '035. 121. 20.00 3914. 32159. 16019. 
Semi-Trail 2071 10355. 311, 20.00 10044. 82529. "1109. 
Tractors 139 .. 8970. 209. 20.00 6761. 55551. 27671. 
Lt. Trei I . 5 .. 15 27075. 812. 20.00 26283. 215788. 107488. 
Hvy Tr I reO) 383 1915. 57. 20.00 1858. 15263. 7603. 
Trucks(++) 782 3810. 114. 20.00 3696. 30368. 15128. 
Hvy Trks(+) 539 2895. 81. 20.00 2614. 21479. 10899. 
Totels 11 ... 3 57215. 1718. 55499. 45600'. 22714 ... 
.-. __ •• ___ • __ 3~& •••••• _ ••••• s===_=._ ••• = •••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••• _= .. s ••• __ &_ ........ _ .... ~ 
30 hancock 
Buses{" ) 51 255. 8. 20.00 2 .. 7. 2032. 1012. 
Rec-Veh 807 3035. 91- 20.00 2944. 24189. 12049. 
Semi-Treil 815 "075. 122. 20.00 3953. 32478. 16178. 
Tractors '30 2150. 64. 20.00 2086. 17136. 8536. 
Lt. Trei! . 3045 15225. 457. 20.00 14768. 121343. 60443. 
Hvy Trlr(iI) 2 .... 1220. 37. 20.00 1183. 9723. 4843. 
Trucks (++) 563 2615. 84. 20.00 273 I. 22.38. 11176. 
Hvy Trks(+) 331 1655. 50. 20.00 1605. 13190. 6570. 
Totels 6086 30430. 913. 29517 . 242527. 120807. 
===========s¥_==_~========:==========~:===========~============~=============;;=====& __ & __ &a 
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Tote's 9"88 47440. 1423. "8017 . 378097. 188337. 
=:Z=Z •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• == •••• E~=Z================%=================:~=r ••• =======s 
(0) Brench fees ere SO.15 per collection 8 
remain the same, irrespective of te. 
{.') Church bus registretion excluded 
(@) Heavy tf"ai lers of weight cless 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of waiQht class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12116192 
estimete Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Ta~ Of $5. $40. or any "Chosen Rates". 
C. 9 
















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
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tzES ••••••••••••••••••••••• __ •••••••••••• Ct===SZ.S====%z=eZZC2=============== ••• 2S •• =======Z 
C") Branch fees are 10.15 per collection 8 
remain the same. irrespective of tax 
('") Church bus registration e~cluded 
(.) Heevy trai lers of weiQht class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-28000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks jf weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12116/92 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5. $40. or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.10 
==~=t ___ .C======== •• S. __ .S_ •••• _ •••• _.:~C •• U.=.E====S====E=S~== •••••• ========~-~~~~~======== 
County I Gross Rev I Net WhRSI lBX Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1991 from $5 Branch Chosen ------------------------------
VehiclR~ R.;ogiS. Wheel Tall Fees(") Rates 55-Tax SilO-Tax Chosen 
( Do I I a r s ) ( Do I I a r s ) ( Do I I B r s) I 
::==-~-~-~-=======s_z_.=:_=======zc=.c=========~~~_~~~========zZ=S===. __ ===2=.:S=~=C======== 
37- jasper 
Buses(OO) 45 225. 7. 20.00 218. 1793. 893. 
Rec-Veh 337 1685. 51. 20.00 1634. 13429. 8889. 
Semi -Trai I 1150 5750. 172. 20.00 5578. 45828. 22828. 
Tractors 699 3495. 105. 20.00 3390. 27855. 13875. 
Lt. Trai I . 1546 7730. 232. 20.00 7498. 81808. 30688. 
Hvy Trl reO) 154 770. 23. 20.00 747. 6137. 3057. 
Trucks(++) 589 2945. 88. 20.00 2857. 23472. 11692. 
Hvy Trks(+) 313 1565. 47. 20.00 1518. 12473. 6213. 
Totals 4833 24185. 725. 23440. 192595 . 95935. 
•• - ___ ••• z •••••••••••••••• z:_ •• == ••••• ss •••••••••••••••••••••••••• zs ••••• =z __ z •••••••••••• _= 
38- jay 
Buses("·) 8 30. 1 . 20.00 29. 239. 119. 
Rec-Veh 349 1745. 52. 20.00 1893. 13908. 6928. 
Semi -Tra i I 176 880. 26. 20.00 654. 7014. 3494. 
Tractors 115 575. 17. 20.00 558. 4583. 2283. 
Lt. 'ra i I . 1346 8730. 202. 20.00 6526. 53638. 26718. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 90 450. 13. 20.00 436. 3587. 1787. 
Trucks(++) 274 1370. 41. 20.00 1329. 10919. 5439. 
Hvy lrks(+) 117 585. 18. 20.00 567. 4662. 2322. 
Totals 2473 12365. 371. 11994. 98549. 49089. 




Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 











































































































































--_z •• _.a_ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••• ~~E=== __ ~_ZZEZE===~_============.====_s_. ___ =======. 
(0) Branch fees are 10.15 per collection & 
remein the same. irrespective of tax 
(0.) Church bus registration excluded 
(0) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-28000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Ta~ Of $5, $40. or any ·Chosen Rates·. 
C.11 















(Do I 11'1 rs) 
Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tox S40·Tax Chosen 


































































Totals 7373 38885. 1108. 35759. 293814. 148354 . 




Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 



































































=============Z=S=2=============================_==e ••• Z=======S=================~=== __ ~_g_~= 
43 - ·kose i usko 
Iluses(··) 
Ree-Veh 
Semi -Trai 1 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 



























































Totals 9172 45880. 1376. 4U84. 385504. 182084. 









































































z=.x •••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••• _.=== •• ===~=~~.==================%===.==_ •• ======== 
(0) Branch fees are 10.15 per collection A 
remain the same. irrespective of tax 
( •• ) Church bus registration excluded 
CO) Heavy trailers of weight clasS 12000+ LB 
C++) Trucks nf weight class 16000-26000 LB 




Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any 'Chosen Rates". 
C.12 
















Net Wheel Tex Revenues from 
$5-T3X $40·Tox Chosen 
E==Z---~~-~======= __ • __ ._.==S==== •• _=._.=======;~~;~~~~====~=========a~s=._._=a.=c_.=======z 
'5- I eke 
Buses(··) 
Rec - Veh 
Seml-Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. T rai I . 






































































Semi -Trai I 
Trectors 



































































===========c_=_= __ ==._====== __ ===:~============================================~====c_s~ ___ • 
47 - lawrence 
Buses(··) 
Rec-Veh 
Semi -Trei I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 






































































Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 


































































s:~:_ •• a_a ___ ••••• _ •• _._._ •••••• _ •• S •••• ~:======~~==2==s==~s=================EE=_ ••• =======. 
(.) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection a 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
( •• ) Church bus registration excluded 
(e) Heavy trei lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 L8 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
local Option Wheel TaA Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.13 
















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 





Semi -Tra I I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 

































































944 .... 3 . 




Semi -Tral I 
Trectors 









































































l t. Tre i I . 











































































































































ZS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• E:Z.====.CZ=s:=: ••• =====~=========~= ••••• =======s 
(0) Branch fees are 10.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of ta_ 
(") Church bus reg.stretion excluded 
(0) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ lB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 18000-28000 LB 




Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5. $40. or eny "Chosen Retes·. 
C.14 
















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 






Lt. Tre i I . 



























































Totals 7787 38835. 1185. 37670. 309515. 154175. 




Semi -Trei I' 
Trectors 
Lt. T ra i I 




















































































































































































































=~sz_ •• z __ ._._ •••• ___ •• __ ••••• ____ z •• __ sz=.===z:====:============================_ •• ======== 
(0) Brench fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the seme. irrespective of tax 
("") Church bus registration excluded 
(.) Heavy trai lars of weight class 12000+ LB 
C++) Trucks of weight cless 16000-28000 L8 




Estimate Of Potential Ravenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any ·Chosen Rates" . 
C.15 
• aE. ___ .Z_K~~====~._S ••••• __ ••• __ ._._KS •• S2~SS •• ====C==_Z====_ •• 2_=_======~==~~-~~~~======== 
County Gross Rev 
Wheel Tax 1991 from $5 Branch Chosen 
I Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
---- ... -----------------_ ... ---- .. -
VehiclR,. Regis. Wheel Tal( Fees(O) Rates $5-Tox $40·Tax Chosen 
(Do I lars) (Do I I a rs) (00 I I It r~) 
z===-~-----=======.s.===.s=======.=.== •• =======;;;~~~;~;;=======.====z=_====== •• ===_======== 
5/- noble 
Buses(OO) 10 50. 2. 20.00 49. 398. 199. 
Rec-Veh 454 2270. 68. 20.00 2202. 18092. 9012. 
Semi-Trail 425 2125. 64. 20.00 2061. 16936. U36. 
Tractors 161 805. 24. 20.00 781. 6416. 3196. 
Lt. Trai I . 3058 15290. 459. 20.00 14831. 121861. 60701. 
Hvy Trl reO) H7 885. 27. 20.00 858. 7053. 3513. 
Trucks(++) 384 1920. 58. 20.00 1862. 15302. 7622. 
Hvy Trks(+) 186 e30. 28. 20.00 902. 7412. 3692. 
Totals 4855 24275. 728. 23547. 193472. 96372 . 
••••••••••• =: •••••••••••••• =s==== •• c __ •••••••••••• __ •• _. __ ••• _ •• =_==._ •• ~=.a= __ •• _. __ ••• __ .= 
58- ohio 
Buses(o.) 1 5. O. 20.00 5. 40. 20. 
Rec-Ve.h 50 250. 7. 20.00 243. 1993. 993. 
Semi-Trail 41· 205. 6. 20.00 199. 1634. 814. 
Tractors 28 130. 4. 20.00 126. 1036. 516. 
Lt. T ra i I . 319 1595. 48. 20.00 1547. 12712. 6332. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 32 160. 5. 20.00 155 1275. 635. 
Trucks(++) 75 375. 11 . 20.00 364. 2989. 1489. 
Hvy Trks(+) 7 35. 1. 20.00 34. 279. 139. 





Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trait. 






































































Semi -Trei I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 
Hvy Tr I reO) 
Trucks(++) 
Hvy TrksC+) 































































•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _E:S •• S2 •• 2Z:_==: •• :===============z:=_z •• =======& 
(0) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection! 
ramsin the same, irrespective of t5x 
COO) ChurCh ~uS rggistration excluded 
(0) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
C++) Trucks of weight class 18000-28000 LB 




Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tak Of $5. $40. or any ·Chosen Rates·. 
C.16 
==~a~z ••• sz=~~==== ••••••• = ••••••••••••••• ~ •• =_.2=a.z •• a.KEC=_*._ •• _ •• =====Z==~~~~~~-======== 
County Gross Rev I Net Whe~1 Te. Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1991 from $5 Branch Chosen --- .. --------- .. _----------_ ... ---
Vehicl~~ Ragis. Wheel Ta. FeesC·) Rates $5-Tox $40-Tsx Chosen 
(Dollars) C Do I lars) CDollllrs) 
s===--~--~~=======.=s== ••• z======_ •• __ .========_~_~~=~_:=z=:a_.~~.2==a_ ••• =c __ =z_=========== 
61- parke 
BusesC··) 52 280. 8. 20_00 252. 2072. 1032. 
Rec-Veh 157 185. 2 •. 20.00 761. 6258. 3116_ 
Semi-Trail 121 835. 19. 20.00 616. 5061. 2521. 
Tractors 99 495. 15. 20.00 480. 3945. 1965. 
Lt. Trai I . 1028 5140. 15'. 20.00 '968. 40988. 20408_ 
Hvy Trl rCO) 132 880. 20. 20.00 6.0. 5260. 2820. 
TrucksC++) 329 16.5. '9. 20.80 1596. 13111. 8531. 
Hvy TrksC+) 170 850. 28. 20.00 625. 6775. 3375. 
Totals 209. 10.70. 314. 10158. 834'6 . '1566. 
•• -_ ••••••• __ ••• : •••••••••• z •• :== •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••• &2 •••••••••• _= 

































































Totals 2027 10135. 304_ • 9831. 80778. 40238_ 




Semi -1 rai I 
Tractors 







































































Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 



























































Totals 11230 58150. 1684_ 5"66. "7516. 222916. 
:=S= ____ • ___ ••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• BS*==.Z===:_:z:=::_s_=========ss====:s====_=======z 
(0) Branch fees are SO_15 per collection 8 
remain the same, irrespective of taM 
( •• ) Church bus registration e.eluded 
(@) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
C++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
C+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12116/92 
Estimate Of Potentl81 Revenue To Counties From 
local Option Wheel Tax Of $5. $40. or 8ny "Chosen Rates·. 
C.17 
=s=. __ ••••• =.===~~ •••••••••••••••• _ •••• %.==.= •• s======s:==z.=a=c ••• z_===~====-~~~~~~==~===== 















$5-Tax $40 -Tax Chosan 




Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trai I. 





























































































































































































































































































a •• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =.=E~~~======~~~s.================== ••••• =======. 
(') Br8nch fees are SO. 15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(") ChurCh bus registration a.cluded 
(0) He8vy tr8i 'ers Of weight Cl8SS 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weioht c'ass 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight Cl3SS 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
local Option Wheel Tak Of $5. 540, or any "Chosen Rates·. 
C.18 















(Dol I FIr!:) 
Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
55-Tax S40-Tax Chosen 













































































Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. frai I. 


































































==~==============================~~=========~===z==============:=============;;;;:;: _____ as3 
71- st. joseph 
Duses(OO) 
Rec-Veh 
Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 






































































Semi -Tra i I 
Tractors 
Lt. Treil. 
Hvy Trl rIO) 

































































• EZZ ••••••••• _ ••••••• _ •••• _ •• _ •••• = ••••• ==~===~===========sz.=============_===_:_ ••• ======== 
(0) Branch fees ere '0.15 per collection 8 
remain the same. irrespective of tax 
(.0) ChurCh bus registretion excluded 
(.) Heevy trai lers of weight cless 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-28000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight cless 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Ta. Of $5, $40. or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.19 
==== __ •• s_=======: •••••••••• _ ••••••••••••• _.z=.a====~== •• zz.~._ •• _==.=~======~-~~~~-======== 
County Gross Rev I Net Wheel T~x Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1991 from $5. Branch Chosen ----------------------- ...... _--- ... 
VehiclR'" Reg is. Wheel Tax FeesC") Rates $5-Tox $40-Tax Chosen 
(Dol lars) (001 lars) (DoIIIH'" ) 
=~:z-----~-===:==:::.= __ •• ::======.s_ ••• =======~;~.~~~~:========z=======z=&=z===z=_========= 
73 - shel by 
Buses("·) 71 355. 11 . 20.00 344. 2829. 1409. 
Rec-Veh 432 2160. 65. 20.00 2095. 17215. 85(5. 
Semi -Trai I 312 1580. 47. 20.00 1513. 12433. 6193. 
Tractors 175 875. 26. 20.00 849. 6974. 3474. 
Lt. Trai I . 2353 11765. 353. 20.00 11412. 93767. 46707. 
!~yv TrirCO> 205 1025. 31. 20.00 994. 8169. 4069. 
Irucks(++) 625 3125. 94. 20.00 3031. 24906. 12406. 
Hvy TrksC+) 322 1810. 48. 20.00 1562. 12832. 6392. 
TottllS 4495 22475. 674. 21801. 179126. 89226. 




Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 









































































Lt. Trai I. 






































































Semi -Tre i I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trai I. 
Hvy Trl r(.) 

































































zz_= ••• _ ••••••••••••••• ____ ._ ••••• == ••• z================z:===================z====.~=======c 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
("') Church bus registration gxcluded 
(~) Heavy ~rai lers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimete Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5. $40. or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.20 
S=_C ____ ._.~====_= •••••• _S __ ••••• _ •••••• __ .C2 __ ==.C=E=z.zz~*._s_ ••• __ ==e=====~~~~~-~=~====== 
County I Gross Rev I Net Wheel T~x Revenues from Wheel .Tax 1991 from $5 Branch Chosen ------------------_ .. _---------VehiclA~ REltli~. Wheel Te)( FeesC·) Rates $5-Tox S40-Tox Chosen 
C Do I lars) (Dollars) COOl I ArlO;) 
====~--~~--=======.es= •• ==========_=s==========~~;;~~~~;_============.a •• = •• E._.E=_========= 
77- SU I liven 
Buses(··) 42 210. 6. 20.00 204. 1674. 834. 
Rec-Veh 306 1530. 46. 20.00 1484. 12194_ 60r4. 
Semi -Trai I 224 1120. 34. 20.00 1086. 8926. 4446. 
Tractors 133 665. 20. 20.00 645. 5300. 2640. 
Lt. Trai I . 932 4660. 140. 20.00 4520. 37140. 18500. 
Hvy Trl rCO) 104 520. 16. 20.00 504. 4144. 2064. 
Trucks(++) 393 1965. 59. 20.00 1906. 15661. 7801. 
Hvy Trks(+) 242 1210. 36. 20.00 1174. 9644. 4804. 
Totels 2376 11880. 356. 11524. 94684. 47164. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• =sz=====_ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :_= __ = •••••• ===_= •• : ••• __ ••• = 
78· swi tzerland 
Buses(··) 20 100. 3. 20.00 97. 797. 397. 
Rec-Veh 64 320. 10. 20.00 310. 2550. 1270. 
Semi -Trai I 18 90. 3. 20.00 87. 717. 357. 
Tractors 29 145. 4. 20.00 141. 1156. 576. 
Lt. T ra i I . 399 1995. 60. 20.00 1935. 15900. 7920. 
Hvy TrlrCO) 86 430. 13. 20.00 417. 3427. 1707. 
TrucksC++) 175 875. 26. 20.00 849. 6974. 3474. 
Hvy TrksC+) 23 115. 3. 20.00 112. 917. 457. 
Totals 814 4070. 122. 3948. 32438. 16158. 




Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 



























































fotel. 8047 40235. 1207. 39028. 320873. 159733. 









































































•• = ••••••••••••••••• 2 •••••••••••••••••••• =====.:.:.=.2=.:=2=.===========:====.:: •••• ======== 
C') Branch fees are '0.15 per col Isction & 
remein the same. irrespective of tax 
(.0) ChurCh nus registration ~~cluded 
CO) Heavy trailers of weight cless 12000+ LB 
C++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy tplcks of weight Cl3SS 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estlmete Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any ·Chosen Rates·. 
C.21 
=== ••••• zzs======= •••••••••••••••• __ •••••••• ss ••• == ••• s_cz=S&=_ ••• _ •• =~=~s=£~~=~~~~~=:====== 
County I Gross Rev I Net Wheel Tex Revenues from Wheel Tax 1991 from $5 Branch Chosen ----------------_ ...... __ ... _-------.Vehi c I R'" R"'tl i ",. Wheel Tex Fees(·) Rate!: $5-Tox $40-Tax Chosen 
(Dol lars) (Do I lars) (DoIIRr!;) 
====--~---~=~=====~ •• E=£Z.======= ••• =E •• =======~~:~~_:~=~=====~==~ •• ~== ••• =z_._ ... _.=======. 
81- union 
Buses(·O) 14 70. 2. 20.00 68. 558. 278. 
Rec-Veh 71 355. 11. 20.00 344. 2829. 1409. 
Semi -Trai I 59 295. 9. 20.00 286. 2351. 1171. 
Tractors 40 200. 6. 20.00 194. 1594. 794. 
Lt. Trai I . 453 2265. 68. 20.00 2197. 18052. 8992. 
Hvy Tr I reO) 70 350. 10. 20.00 339. 2790. 1390. 
Trucks(++) 169 845. 25. 20.00 820. 8735. 3355. 
Hvy Trks(+) 54 270. 8. 20.00 262. 2152. 1072 . 
Totals 930 48!50. 139. 4!510. 37061. 18461. 
---· •• ····-__ .• =_ •••••• •• •• =_ ... ____ ....... _ .. _ .. s ••••••••••••• __ •••• ___ ••• __ •• ____ ••• __ ••• : 
32- vanderburgh 
Busesc··) 108 !540. 18. 20.00 524. 4304. 2144. 
Rec-Veh 1265 8325. 190. 20.00 8135. 50410. 25110. 
Semi -Trai I 2910 14550. 436. 20.00 14113. 115964. 57764. 
Tr!lctors 1568 7840. 235. 20.00 7605. 62485. 31125. 
Lt. Inlil. 6613 33065. 992. 20.00 32073. 263528. 131268. 
Hvy Trl,(Q) 236 1180. 35. 20.00 1145. 9405. 4685. 
Trucks(++) 1377 6885. 207. 20.00 6678. 54873. 27333. 
Hvy Trks(+) 463 2315. 69. 20.00 2246. 18451. 9191. 












































































































































Totals a028 40130. 1204. 38926. 319836. 159316. 
:sza •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a •• s.===_tc============================_a_s •• s======== 
(0) Branch fees ara SO.15 per· col laction a 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
( •• ) Church bus -9~istration 3xcluded 
(Q) Heevy trei lers of weight cless 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of wej~ht class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
local Option Wheel Tax Of '5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates" . 
C.22 
•••••• a._=.=====.= ••••••••••••••• ss ••• __ •• = •••• =====.====z==.z •••• =SC=~2==3:=~~-~~~~===~===s 
County Gross Rev I Net WhAel Tft. Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1991 from '5 Branch Chosen ... --- ... ---- .. - ... -----_ ..... _ ...... _ ..... _---
VehiclA~ R"'lJis. Wheel Te)( Fees(*) Rates 55-Tax $40-Tox Chosen 
(Do I lers) (Do I Ie rs) (001 I 'H~) 
====-~-----:===:=== •••••• ========= •• =.=========~~~;~~_~;====~=======~===z •• aE •••• ~.========= 
85- wl!lbesh 
Buses("") 21 105. 3. 20.00 102. 837. 417. 
Rec-Veh 466 2430. 73. . 20.00 2357. 19367. 96.1. 
Semi-Trail 738 3690. 111. 20.00 3579. 29.09. 14649. 
Tractors 271 1355. • 1. 20.00 1314 . 10799. 5379. 
Lt. Trai I . 2451 12255. 368. 20.00 11887. 97672. "8652. 
Hvy Trlr(O) 144 720. 22. 20.00 698. 5738. 2858. 
Trucks(++) 466 2330. 70. 20.00 2260. 18570. 9250. 
.Hvy Trks(+) 269 13.5. .0. 20.00 1305. 10720. 5340. 
Totals 48 .. 6 2.230. 727. 23503. 193113. 96193 . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ======== •••• za •••••••••••••••••••••••••• :=== •••• :.= ••••••••••• __ := 
86- werren 
8uses(**) 19 95. 3. 20.00 92. 757. 377. 
Rec-Veh 8. • 20. 13. 20.00 407. 3347. 1667 . 
Semi - T ra.i I 87 • 35. 13 . 20.00 422. 3.67. 1727. 
Trectors 77 385. 12. 20.00 373. 3068. 1528. 
Lt. T re i I . 802 3010. 90. 20.00 2920. 23990. 11950. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 79 395. 12. 20.00 383. 3148. 1568. 
Truck:;(++) ~82 1410. 42. 20.00 1368. 11238. 5598. 
Hvy Trks(+) 104 520. 16. 20.00 504. 4144. 206". 





Semi -Trei I' 
Tractors 
It. Trail. 






































































Semi -Trai I 
Trectors 
Lt. Trail. 


































































••• ~ •••• -•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =~=.:z===~==:=~:=E================ •• = •••• =======. 
(") Branch fees are '0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
("") ChurCh bus registretion excluded 
(0) Heevy trei lers of weight cless 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-28000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight cless 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.23 
==.meE ___ •• ~~====t.2 •• m •• a •••••• _ •••• t.t.~% ••••• =.==zx====_== ••••• _._:====~tt~-~~~~~~=====~. 







Wh"""" I Ta_ 
(Do I lars) 
Branch 
Fees(') 




S5-Tax S40-Tox Chosen 













































































Semi -Trai I 
Tractors 



































































=============~=*s=~=~============================x=c=============_==============_=;=.~_& __ &= 
91- whi te 
·Buses(··) 
Rec-Veh 














































































































































. _.= •.. ~z •••••••••••• _ ••••••• _._ •• z ••••••••• ===.ss=~=.=.== •• _======~===~=:=====.~_z.=======. 
(0)· Branch fees are 10.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of ta_ 
("") ~hur~h bus registration excluded 
(0) Heavy trai lers of weight class 12000+ L8 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-28000 L8 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
·1~hut@Cn.ecn.purdue.adu. lohut0355b. methcies5~e.cc.purdue.edu. Thu Dec 17 17'08'48 1992. ?4 pa,es orintad 
Appendix D 
Estimated Allocations of LOHUT Revenue 
HERPICC 
12116/92 
Distribution of local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
County-Ci ty-Towns Popu lation 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from AIIOC from 




=~=========~==~====e __ S_S_=S:=R=.~============================-_____ ~==~~===================_====_. 
1---adaffis 
berne 3559 22.21 016.07 15506.68 8228.18 18795.02 
dec8tur 8644 41.70 99.11 33361.70 17702.46 40436.39 
geneva 1280 9.48 18.13 6101.13 3237.39 7394.93 
monroe 788 4.57 9.84 3311.27 1757.03 4013.46 
C+T Streets 14271 77.96 173.14 58280.75 30925.08 70839.81 
County Roads 18824 888.66 826.86 278321.75 147663.69 337342.69 
County Total 31095 766.82 1000.00 336602.50 178608.75 407982.50 
.==·-~~--~-=======_.s_ ••••• __ ===s ••••••• ======= __ ~~ ____ : __ == __ ••• =.==_~ ••••••••••••• ======= •••••••• 
2 - - -a I I en 
fort wayne 173072 739.49 473.19 1792823.00 851821.50 214 71J34 . 00 
grab i II 751 5.48 2.44 9255.94 4397.76 11089.30 
huntertown 1330 6.02 3.69 13998.45 8851.08 18771.17 
monroevi lie 1232 6.08 3.51 13297.28 6317.91 15931.10 
new haven 9320 45.76 26.51 100438.88 47721.37 120333.19 
woodburn 1321 5.94 3.66 13877.98 8593.82 16626.82 
C+T Streets 187026 008.75 513.01 1943692.00 923503.44 2328666.00 
County Roads 113810 1501.98 486.99 1845095.00 876657.56 2210560.00 
County Total 300836 2310.73 1000.00 3786787.00 1800181.00 4539248.00 
===:==========~==============================================:======================-------=&=~.= •• 
3---bartholomew 
clifford 308 1.64 3.63 2993.50 1529.22 3538.21 
colulT'Ous 31802 190.09 384.09 316680.44 161775.13 374093.75 
edinburgh+john 466 2.13 5.34 4400 62 2248.04 5198."" 
el izabethtown 495 4.42 6.63 5463.67 2791.10 8454.22 
hartsvj lie 391 3.99 5.46 4498.16 2297.87 5313.66 
hope 2171 11.15 25.41 20950.34 10702.41 247.48.58 jonesville 221 1.35 2.68 2211.31 1129.84 2612.21 
C+T Street. 35854 214.77 433.23 357197.94 182473.37 421D58.84 
County Roads 27803 686.61 566.17 467304.89 238721.00 552025.75 
County Total 83657 901.58 1000.00 824502.82 421194.38 973982.89 
==== _______ =;==aEa_=z_==_Z:E====a_. ____ z=======._szcs:=.-._ •••• == •••••••••••• zez: •• : •••• _=== •• aa •• a 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from AI lac from 
Mi leage each S1000 Chosen R~tes 
AI lac from AI lac from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates 
~==========2~=== ____ C_. __ =.SS_= __ =%========~===========~%:====-----~-~~=~~=================.====~ •• 
4---bttnton 
ambia 249 3.17 8.78 1149.27 561.95 1453.59 
boswel I 767 6.98 23.96 3137.42 1534.08 3968.19 
earl park U3 7.68 17.86 2339.72 1144.03 2959.26 
fowler 2333 20.64 72.21 9457.67 4624.45 11962.01 
otterbein +tip 1088 6.32 30.03 3932.59 1922.89 4973.81 
oxford 1273 7.76 35.54 4654.11 2275.69 5888.49 
C+T Streets 8153 52.55 188.37 24870.75 12083.08 31203. U 
County Roads 3288 671.98 811.63 106298.94 51976.20 134448.25 
County Total 9U1 724.53 1000.00 130969.69 84039.28 185649.89 
_._.c ........ ____ ._ •.•... _ .•... sz .. _._== .. ___ ...••. s~ .. __ .... _=.= ••• __ .z_. ___ . ____ . __ .. _= __ ======~= 
5---blackford 
dunkirk + jay 185 1.01 4.71 778.64 419.00 940.18 
hartford' ci ty 8960 44.35 190.38 31457.46 18927.80 37983.67 
montpel ier 1880 13.43 54.41 8991.17 4838.30 10858.49 
shamroc" lakes 207 2.69 8.49 1402.57 754.75 1693.55 
C+T Streets 9232 61.48 257.99 42629.81 22939.88 51473.88 
County Roads 4835 326.60 742.01 122605.81 65976.25 148041.75 
County Total 14067 388.08 .1000.00 165235.63 88916.13 199515.63 
==============~=====s.e~~_===================== •• ====:=======================;====== ____ .=8== •• = ••• 
6- - -boone 
advance 520 2.12 4.58 2512.46 1157.46 2936.90 jamestown 764 4.08 7.57 4154.18 1913.78 4855.97 
lebanon 12059 50.66 107.49 56967.3" 27172.48 889"8.83 
thorntown 1506 8.90 15.67 6599.87 3961.86 10052.70 
ulen 50 1. 11 1.23 678.05 311.45 790.26 
whi testown 476 ".11 8.09 3340.01 1538.71 3904.28 
zionsvi lie 5281 21.71 46.66 25602.14 11794.61 29927.28 
C+T Streets 20858 92.69 189.29 103887.08 47850.38 121414.08 
County Roads 17491 822.87 810.71 .t44858.89 204941.25 520011.69 
County Total 38147 915.58 1000.00 548725.75 252791.83 641425.75 
==== _________ cc ____ ••• aaz. __ Z&z •••••••• _======= •• = •• __ •••••••• __ ••••••••••••• z== •• _= •••...••••••••• 
7---brown 
nashyi I Ie 































Distribution of tocal Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA FOI"""-'Ia for Minl~m. Maxl~m. and 'Chosen Rates'. 
D. 3 
County-City-Towns Popu lat I on 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Retes 
AIIOC from Alloc from 
Min. Retes Mex. Rates 
:~~=========s_=:s=_a ___ :=======sa===~=========================---~---===~========================== 
8- - -cerrul I 
burl ington 568 4.78 10.75 2862.39 1413.04 3589.50 
camden 607 4.58 10.97 2920.34 1441.65 3662.17 
delphi 2531 17.19 43.85 11676.51 576 •. 21 1484?59 
flora 2179 13.06 36.04 9596.24 4737.27 12033.89 
yeoman 131 1 . 35 2.72 725.12 357.96 909.32 
C+T Streets 8018 40.98 104.33 27780.89 13714.19 34837.50 
County Roads 12793 770.93 895.87 238498.87 117738.08 299080.12 
County Totol 18809 811.89 1000.00 288277.56 13'1450.25 333917.63 
••••••••••••••• _ •• _ ••••••••••• _ ••••••••• =:==_s:~~=~~=~~=======._ •••• _====:===z= ••••• ==z==========_E 
9---cass 
galveston 1809 7.52 14.57 8717.88 3432.24 8019.50 
logan'sport 18812 80.82 154.11 71048.13 38298.29 84811.56 
onward 63 1.01 1.18 53 •. 79 273.23 638.41 
royal center 859 4.78 8.41 3877.13 1980.87 "628.3" 
wal ton 1053 6.15 10.55 4863.08 2484.59 5805.30 
C+T Streets 20396 100.28 188.81 87039.00 ..... 69.19 103903.06 
County Roads 18017 870.81 811.19 373959.06 191060.00 4"6415.00 
County Total 3U13 971.09 1000.00 "60998.08 235529.19 550318.06 
============#=======~=================~==============================================_&&=aa======== 
10---clark 
charlestown 5889 28.96 54.55 52790.73 27398.31 625"3.58 
clarksville 19833 6".77 189.92 18"'32.00 85340.00 194810.00 jef fersonv i I Ie 218 .. 1 103."1 20 •. 14 1975"5.00 102525.58 2340110.50 
ne.w providence 270 3.71 3.81 3690.01 1915.11 "371.72 
sellersburg 57"5 23.77 51.88 50201.08 26054.28 59475."8 
ut I ca 411 4.84 5.38 5202.83 2700.18 8183.79 
C+T Streets 53989 227.48 489.87 473881."4 245933.38 581405.08 
County Roads 33788 528.78 510.33 493850.44 258307.89 585088.94 
County Total 87777 75".24 1000.00 987711.87 502241.08 1148A92.00 
==== •• aaa~~ •••••••••••••• _. __ .a ••• a •••• ~_a=sa._ ••• __ ••• %:S2ta:~~=:::==========a~a.ZS2 •• ~==._ ••••••• 
HERPICC 
12116/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum. Maximum. and ·Chosen Rates·. 
D. 4 
County-City-Towns Populat i on 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
Alloc from Alloc from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates 
===========_=.ZZCZ: •• Z_=S. ___ 2~~:==Z============S=============------~=======================~=.= ••• 
11---clay 
br~~i I 7640 49.95 115.24 35139.09 18221.67 42883.47 
carbon 350 3.81 6.91 2105.75 1091.97 2569.84 
center point 278 4.23 6:77 2064.92 1070.79 2570.01 
clay city 929 7.64 15.69 4783.29 2480." 5837.49 
harmony 645 4.73 10.28 3133.79 1625.07 3824.48 
knightsvi lie 740 7.14 13.62 4153.79 2154.01 5069.28 
staunton 592 6.01 11.22 3420.16 1773.57 4173.94 
C+T Streets 11174 83.51 179.73 54800.89 28417.89 86878.38 
County Roods 13531 664.89 820.27 250110.25 129898.19 305232.56 
County Total 24705 748.40 1000.00 304910.94 158115.88 372110.94 
======S==Z.E:EZ==== ••• _ ••• =======_=;==_;. ___ D __ .=a~m=& •• ~. __ •• =:=a.==z=_z_=_= •••••••••••••••••• _ ••• 
12-- -cl inton 
col fax 727 7.88 11.80 4339.05 2221.85 5189.14 
frankfort 14754 58.27 145.71 54492.82 27903.43 85178.13 
I< irk lin 707 4.75 8.78 3284.80 1681.91 3928.56 
rroi chi Qantown 472 3.09 5.79 7164.92 1108.57 2589.36 
mulberry 1262 7.33 14.62 5467.91 2799.89 6539.92 
rossvi I Ie 1175 3.96 10.98 4105.68 2102.35 4910.61 
C+T Streets 19097 85.08 197.48 73854.81 37818.00 88334.31 
County Roads 12935 184.18 802.52 300123.50 153680.94 358964.06 
County Total 32032 a69.SS 1000.00 373978.31 191496.94 447298.37 
====2====C.======================K2Z~S.=====:===C.==============~====_._. __ ._========ca~=== ___ ._._. 
13---crawford 
alton 57 2 .• 1 5.23 550.45 3'28.46 871.82 
cerefree 26 2 81 4.95 520.29 308.58 834.83 
engl j sh 614 •. 87 20.84 2171.00 1287.59 2848.92 
leavenworth 320 3.87 13.01 13S8.81 811.83 1870.14 
marengo 858 7.47 29.92 3147.94 1867.01 3840.93 
mi I I town+ har .8. 4.42 17.25 1814.90 1078.39 2214.42 
C+T Streets 2357 25.85 91. 00 9573.44 5677. B8 11680.B8 
County Roads 7557 U6.65 909.00 95633.38 56719.02 118685.94 
County Total 9914 472.30 1000.00 105206.81 82396.90 1211366.81 
•• s •••• _._a •• tz~ •••••• ss ••••• _ •• ~2 •••••• E.EC._Z=============== ••••••••••• ~= •• =====_=z •• _zs~z=z:= ••• 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of local Option Highway User Ta~es Within Each County 
by lRSA Formula for Minimum, Ma~imum, and 'Chosen Rates·. 
County-City-Towns Population 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 'Alloe from 




:~=:=======.E __ Z===Z~E=.S_ ••• stsa::=========z=================-------=~====================_z=== ••• 
14---uevit:lss 
alfordsville H 1.60 1.97 626.71 319.02 771.91 
cannelburg 97 1.59 2.13 677.00 344.62 833.86' 
elnora 679 8.05 12.U 3861.74 1965.71 4756.51 
montgomery 351 4.58 6.65 2115.62 1076.88 2605.69 
odon 1475 8.99 18.76 5968.70 3038.29· 7351.64 
plainville 444 3.96 6.77 2153.81 1096.37 2652.65 
washington 10838 68.25 139.84 44481.53 22642.77 54787.86 
C+T Streets 13958 97.02 188.27 59685.06 30483.75 73780.38 
County Roods 13575 796.39 811 .73 258200.12 13U33.56 318024.81 
County Total 271533 893.41 1000.00 318085.19 161917.31 391785.19 
==== ••• __ •• z====z=z ••• ~ ••• ======= ____ = _______ ••••• ~&=.= ••••••• =========zs._==.z •••••••••••••••••••• 
15---dearborn 
aurora 3825 17.37 U.28 19880.28 10661.09 23266.82 
dillsboro 1200 4.90 13.11 5887.89 3163.39 6890.82 
greendl!ll" 3881 14 .15 40.01 17963.98 9851.53 21023.93 
IlSwrertct:lburg 4375 16.37 45.70 70516.69 11023.02 240'11.46 
moores hi II 649 4.76 10.08 4524.86 2431.08 5295.62 
st. leon 493 8.11 14.01 6292.51 3380.78 7364.36 
west harrison 318 1.32 3.51 1573.95 845.64 1842.05 
C+T Streets 14741 66.98 170.70 76640.31 41176.63 89695.06 
County Roads 24094 498.38 829.30 372349.56 200052.69 435774.87 
County Total 38835 565.36 1000.00 448989.87 241229.31 525469.94 
=====a ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• z •• z_=&=Z=.ES==S.======~============================~====z.=== 
16---decatur 
greensburg 9286 39.13 121.70 35336.57 18099.43 42487.69 
mi I ford 126 2.41 3.72 1081.20 553.79 1300.00 
mi I I housen 151 3.96 5.64 1638.95 839.47 1970.62 
new point 296 3.37 6.22 1806.13 925.10 2171.84 
at. paul +she 814 4.25 9.88 2888.93 1469.47 3UII.51 
_stport 1478 9.90 23.42 6800.18 3483.05 8176.32 
C+T Streets 11951 63.02 170.59 49531.94 25370.31 59555.81 
COun t y RUlllili 1169. 662.36 829.41 2406;>5 00 123350.81 289561.13 
County Totel 23845 725.38 1000.00 290356.94 148721.13 349116.94 




Distribution of local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mi leage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
AI loc from AI loc from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=====~=====_.SS=2_ ••• ____ aSE=a_E.=._.=========================~------=:~======~=========~==. __ C=EE. 
17---dekalb 
altona 158 1.90 2.88 1210.81 627.25 1478.25 
ashley + steu oU7 4.17 6.47 2925.39 1515.48 3588.72 
auburn 9379 48.31 98.70 44850.33 23130.78 ti4438.94 
but I er 2801 12.01 28.08 11790.13 6107.79 14374.88 
corunna 241 1.73 3.00 1355.95 702.44 1853.21 
garrett 5349 25.92 54.75 24788.03 12830.89 30197.88 
hami I ton +s teu 158 1.72 2.52 1139.08 590.09 1388.80 
st. joe 452 2.54 4.98 2242.28 1181.58 2733.82 
waterloo 2040 13.08 23.89 10810.00 5600.04 13179.88 
C+T Street. 20823 111.38 223.01 100891.94 52266.31 123010.25 
County Roads 14501 736.30 776.99 351513.44 182098.88 428575.13 
County Total 35324 847.88 1000.00 452405.38 234385.19 551585.38 
• •••••••••••• ===== ••••••••••••••••••••• __ ===s ••••• z=.=z._=_a= ••• _._~._~:.cc================c ••••••• 
18---delaware 
albany + ran 2229 12.16 15.15 19959.00 9988.13 23755.73 
chesterfld+med 63 0.30 0.41 545.31 272.29 649.04 
d~1 OV i lIe 1881 10.34 11.81 15555.57 7767.36 18514.66 
eaton 1614 11.87 11.91 15885.58 7832.28 18889.40 
gaston 979 5.93 6.85 9019.88 4503.89 10735.88 
muncie 71035 312.1h 458.39 603874.37 301532.63 718747.50 
selma 800 5.43 5.79 7622.20 3805.99 9072.14 
yorktown 4106 21.15 27.50 38228.09 18089.77 43119.84 
C+T Streets 82507 379.73 537.80 708490.08 353770.31 843263.81 
County Roads 37152 844.28 482.20 808884.94 304034.58 724711.19 
County Total 119859 1224.01 1000.00 1317375.00 857804.87 1567975.00 
_ •• _. __ z ••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••• _ ••• =~=cs_=============2== ••• _ •••••••••••••••••• : ••• ===& ••• ___ • 
19---dubois 
birdseye .72 3.57 8.31 3102.58 1528.81 3740.05 
ferdinand 2318 18.58 29.98 1'737.15 7280.87 17785.21 
holland 875 7.21 11.22 5518.28 2718.81 8852.13 
hunt I ng.burg 5242 31.48 81.51 30260.00 14908.94 38'77.58 jasper 10030 45.30 102. 10 50228.31 24748.07 80548.38 
C+T Stre.t. 18737 104.12 211.09 103844.31 51183.25 125181.38 
County Roads 17879 881.84 788.91 388097.94 191212.50 487840.87 
County Total 36818 785.96 1000.00 491942.25 242375.75 593022.25 
•••••••• K.ZZ=Z •••••••••••• ~:=~=~z~~~~~=========~2~====z=~=========================_= ______ ••••••••• 
HERPICC 
12/16192 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minin~m, Maximum, and ·Chosen Rates·. 
County-City-Towns Population 
1990 
1991 Road AI lac from AI lac from At loc from 




=========~===E==Z.==S=.~_:=.SS= •• ======================~======-------====~===================~ •• ss. 
20---elkluHt 
bristol 1133 9.35 6.95 12779.48 6352.78 15362.82 
elkhart 43827 201.84 223.75 411185.44 204403.50 494305.25 
goshen 23797 87.43 115.74 212895.44 105732.56 25~691.13 
middlebury 2004 12.75 11.25 20688.66 10273.58 2"844.38 
mi I lersburg 854 5.60 4.84 8892.26 4420.41 10889.80 
nappanee 5510 23.48 27.89 50892.71 25299.17 81180.51 
wakarusa 1887 8.08 8.65 15899.52 7903.78 19113.58 
C+T Streets 78592 348.51 398.88 133012.00 384385.81 881188.00 
County Roods 77608 1088.85 601.12 1104663.00 549136.75 1327967.00 
County Total 158198 1437.38 1000.00 1837875.00 913522.58 2209155.00 
====R.'.=._========= ••• 2========= __ =~= _________ .~===== ••••••• _======:====z=_=.zz ••••••••••••••••••• 
21---fayette 
connersville 1555.0 63.91 234.41 87604.38 38061.58 78115.19 
glenwood+ruSh 57 0.32 1.01 292.09 155.81 337.50 
C+T Streets 15607 64.29 235.42 61896.50 36217.38 78452.89 
County Roads 10408 301.26 764.58 220509.88 11782".56 254793.62 
County Total 26015 445.55 1000.00 288406.38 153841.94 333248.31 
==~===S.Z.============.ZC.=.=== __ ZE.==== •• __ •••• ======_==_:_= •••• c.=.s====m.= ••••••••••••••• z •••••• 
22---floyd 
georgetown 2092 8.34 28.14 192U.11 9832.27 2197".01 
greenvi , Ie 508 4.40 8.56 6148.97 3146.56 7032.20 
new albany 38322 147.49 468.51 335280.69 171570.19 383440.13 
C+T Streets 38922 180.23 501.87 360643.69 lU549.00 "12".8.25 
County Roads 25482 300.00 498.13 357962.50 183176.9" 409379.94 
County Total 64404 460.23 1000.00 718608.19 367725.9" 821828.19 
••••••••• s ••••••••••••••••••••••••• s.:.:======z •• s.z ••• =.:zz.= ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
23---fountain 
attica 3457 22.06 82.63 13144.98 8818.82 15588.85 
covington 27.t7 17.80 50.08 10506.57 5450.17 12443.93 
hi' IliUU' U "99 ".09 10.001 2102.56 1090.88 2490.28 
kingman 561 4.73 11.41 2393.66 12"1.88 2835.0. 
mellott 222 2.51 5.20 1091.78 566.35 1293.10 
n_town 2 .. 3 1.98 .87 1021.24 529.16 1209.55 
veedersburg 2192 20.3" . 46.51 9773.69 5070.00 11515.91 
wa I I ace 89 0.52 1.56 327.56 169.92 387.96 
C+T Streets 10010 7".03 192.31 "0362.13 20937 .... "1804.69 
County Roads 7798 667.26 807.69 169513.00 87933.06 200770.44 
County Total 11808 1.1.29 1000.00 209815.12 108870.50 2"8575.12 
===================~Z~=E.R=======C •••• S~=====:=========_. ___ .... ====.=.= •••• : •• sz ••• =:c •• == •••••••• 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mi leage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
AlloC from Alloc from 
Min. Rates MaK. Rates 
====:===~==.a._.=._._ ••• =_ •• s~~ •• ==s_=========================-------==~==~==================SE=C.E 
24---ft8nklin 
blttesvi Ile+rip 997 5.54 16.91 3728.04 2086.61 4475 .• 6 
brookvi lie 2529 12.75 41.31 9107.88 5097.75 10933.88 
cedar grove 246 2.18 5.16 1137.49 636.66 1365.53 
laurel 544 4.33 10.81 2384.04 133 •. 37 2862.01 
mt. carmel 108 0.97 2.28 502.84 281.45 603.66 
oldenburg 715 3.36 11.38 2509.49 140 •. 58 3012.60 
C+T Streets 5139 29.13 87.86 19369.81 10841 ... 23253.19 
County Roads 14.41 629.80 912.14 201095.25 11255 .... 241411.88 
County Totel 19580 858.93 1000.00 220465.06 123395.88 264666.06 
__ ••••••••• ___ •••••••••••••• z:t:c •••• ___ ••••• m •••••••••••••••• = •• c.=====z ••• :_ ••••• _ ••• c= •• =~==~=== 
25---fulton 
akron 1001 6.09 16 .• 3 4103.78 2081.88 5033 .• 9 
fulton 371 2.56 6.38 1593.04 800.32 1953.94 
kewanna 542 5.49 10.98 2743.68 1378.39 3385.26 
rochester 5969 40.73 102. 15 25521.42 12821.62 31303.29 
C+T Streets 7883 54.87 135.94 33961.94 17062.00 .1656.06 
County Roads 10957 785.18 864.06 215872.56 108451.50 264778 ... 
County Total 188.0 8.0.0f) 1000.00 2.983 •. 50 125513.50 30843 •. 50 
c_ •• =======.=z====:_=z====cz=================~===============================;;===== _______ ==zz •••• 
28---gibson 
fort branch 2447 16.61 27.53 10853.42 5527.93 12969.03 
francisco 580 4.97 7.16 2822.04 1437.34 3372.13 
haubstadt 1455 10.0. 16.49 fl500 85 331105 7788.03 
haze I ton 357 •. 67 5.66 2233.59 1137.62 2868.98 
mltckey 89 0.90 1.22 480.37 2".67 57 •. 01 
oakland city 2810 17.27 30.28 11941 .• 3 8082.08 14289.12 
owensvi lie 1053 7 .• 9 12.10 .769.5. 2.29.25 5899.25 
patoka 70. 8.88 9 .• 5 372 •. 81 1897.14 •• 50.87 
princeton 8127 51.00 88.36 34841.15 177.5.49 41832.58 
somervi lie 223 4. 11 4 .• 1 1740 .• 1 886.43 2079.88 
C+T Streets 17825 123.92 202.65 79907.83 40899.00 95483.69 
Coun t y Rueth; 14088 966.15 797.3fl 314396 88 180130.37 375680.87 
County Totltl 31913 1090.07 1000.00 394304.50 200829.38 471164.58 
__ •••••• x •• &=====_= •••••••• :z=.= •••••••••••••••• z====== ••••• = •• z ••••••••• _ •• z= •• z ••••••• ==.~~~~:~=~ 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mi leage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
Alloc from Alloc from 
Min. Rates MaK. Rates 
=====~=:===.Z====~2=C ••• ~C~~==S_.==.===Z======================-------=====================:c=:az=z= 
27---gUJnt 
converse+mia 159 1. 10 1.69 1420.76 ·730.07 1680.91 
fairmount 3130 23.52 33.92 28542.48 14666.77 33768.81 
fowlerton 306 3.30 3.68 3098.25 1592.08 3665.56 
gas city 8298 26.64 60.67 51054.03 26234.49 60402.37 jonesboro 2073 12.50 21.34 17958.97 9227.32 21245.02 
marion 32618 171.07 326.41 274667.37 141139.87 324960.88 
matthews 571 6.30 6.92 5825.11 2993.21 6891.72 
swayzee 1059 6.43 10.92 9181.03 4120.82 10869.23 
s_etzer 924 6.73 9.94 8360.34 4296.02 9891.18 
upl3nd 3295 18.37 33.37 28081.29 14429.18 33223.17 
van buren 934 5.72 9.65 8117.10 4171.34 9804.10 
C+T Streets 51365 281.68 518.51 436311.31 224201.81 5187.02.94 
County Roads 22804 812.40 481.49 405164.38 208198.69 479352.75 
County Total 14189 1094.08 1000.00 841475.69 432398.50 995555.69 
=_ •• ___ • ___ =====~=====~==========_ •• _=z:=======================~=~==~ __ Z _____ .8= •••• ~a •• cc=. __ ••••• 
28---greene 
bloomfield 2592 15.54 29.93 11038.27 5864.20 13217.81 jesonvi I Ie 2200 23.82 34.22 12619.11 6704.04 15110.80 
linton 5814 37.79 69.57 25656.18 13830.11 30122.09 
lyons 753 6.21 10.10 3725.12 1979.01 U60.66 
newberry 207 4.49 5.08 1874.91 996.06 2245.11 
swi tz ci ty 257 2.90 4.09 1510.03 802.22 1808.20 
worthington 1473 13.34 20.75 765 1.49 4064.93 9162.30· 
C+T Streets 13296 104.09 173.74 64075.13 34040.58 18721.00 
County Roads 17114 860.86 826.26 3047::>0.44 181885.94 384888.58 
County Total 30410 984.95 1000.00 388195.56 195926.50 441615.58 
___ .z.c.===.&.ss== •••••••• z=~=== •••••• s •• _ •••••• z.=.c •••• ~ ••••••• _ ••••••••••••• _ ••••••• s_ •• == •••••• 
29- - -hami I ton 
arcadia 1488 9.48 11.21 20082.91 8132.28 22828.87 
atlanta 103 4.87 5.48 9808.74 3975.87 11083.29 
carmel 25380 119.00 179. l2 320513.81 129916.75 361501.15 
cicero 3268 14.82 22.90 40912.89 18801.91 46213.36 
rish'HlIIstlltion 7508 37.35 53.70 96085.38 38947.18 108374.15 
noblesvj I Ie 12655 15.08 94.52 169126.75 88553.89 190758.19 
sheridan 2046 11.68 15.12 21080.55 10968.10 30521.82 
_sHield 330" 13.12 2'l.53 40322.23 18344.18 45479.41 
C"'T Streets 56332 285.36 404.59 723953.00 293446.62 816548.00 
County Roads 52604 924.79 595.41 1065403.00 431849.25 1201668.00 
County Total 108936 1210.15 1000.00 1789356.00 125295.88 2019216.00 St=c_ ••••• t ••••••• _ •••••• z •• _.s •• =zs •• z=~=~:==~============================:===============:=_._=z= 
HERPICC 
12116/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Ta~es Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mi leage each $1000 Chosen Retes 
AIIOC from Alloc from 
Min. Rates Mex. Rates 
==~==x=~==s_z_ •••••••••• _ •••••• _.sc=~=========~===========~===-------======================S==SES.= 
30---hltncuck 
culTtle r I end+ma r 
fortvi I Ie 
greenfield 
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Distribution of Local Option Highway User TaKes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum. MaKimum. and "Chosen Rates·. 
County-City-Towns Popu I at i on 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 'AI 1oc from 




============C.2==ZZ2 •••• t2 __ ~:~_==============================--~----======================*E====== 
33---hellry 
blolJntsvi I Ie 155 1.23 1.69 990.14 518.45 1165.66 
cadiz 202 1.40 2.03 1189.07 622.61 1399.86' 
dunreith 205 1.53 2.15 126'1.24 660.40 148'.81 
greensboro 20' 1.36 2.00 1173.96 614.70 1382.07 
kennard 382 2.26 3.50 2055.23 1076.14 2'19.55 
knightstown 20'8 11.74 18.'6 10830.72 5671.06 12750.6' 
lewisvi lie '37 2.67 4.25 2'93.19 1305.'5 2935.14 
middletown 2333 12.30 20.11 11802.01 6179.6' 1389'.11 
mooreland .65 2.48 4.03 2366.50 1239.12 2786.00 
mt. sunmi t 238 2.23 2.88 1690.72 885.27 1990.42 
new castle 17753 84.71 145. '9 85372.00 44701.55 100505.63 
shirley + han 177 1.37 1.90 1113.42 582.99 1310.79 
spiceland 757 5.02 7.40 '3'3.02 227'.0' 5112.89 
springport 194 2.07 2.56 1504.06 767.5' 1770.67 
straughn 318 1.73 2.79 1635.35 856.28 1925.2' 
sulphur spros 257 2.19 2.93 1716.87 898.97 2021.22 
c+r Str.,,,ts 28125 136.49 2211.16 131537.83 88874.25 154854.81 
County Roads 22224 604.07 775.84 455261.88 238379.19 5359611.63 
County Total 48349 940.56 1000.00 588799.50 307253, ... 690819." 
___ .a_====.K&=aE __ •• __ •••• ~====== •••••• Z._ ••• _.~.==_2~===aaz============as •••••••••• = ••• ECS======.= 
34---howard 
greentown 2172 10.78 21.00 22773.21 10421.89 25952.45 
kokomo 44962 193.98 421.66 457289.25 2092(3.00 521128.81 
russiavi lie 988 5.00 9.60 10410.92 476'.43 11864.33 
C+T Streets '8122 209.74 452.26 '90'73.38 22 .. 5931 558945.82 
County Roads 32705 673.02 547.74 594019.62 2718'8.00 876947.38 
County Totel 80827 882.78 1000.00 108"93.00 '98305.31 1235893.00 :=== •• t •••• ~==t::=._KE ••• =a=:===a.~=_s== •• _._ •• _&.a __ c= ___ .&.&_ •••••• &~_.KC.& ••••••••••••• _ •••• __ ._ 
35---huntington 
endrews 1118 8.55 14.92 8390.'0 3229.8A 7898.82 
huntington 18389 79.09 172.12 73738.19 37288.76 88812.81 
markl., + _I I 776 3.07 7.47 3200.'5 1817.57 3854.14 
ml. ",trot! 11' 1. 45 2.09 893.85 '51.67 1076.35 
roanoke 1018 6.06 11.85 507'.93 256'.97 8112.'3 
warren 1185 8.81 15.58 8884.55 3368.39 8027.01 
C+T Streets 20597 107,03 22'.00 95962.25. '8501.25 115580.31 
County Roads 14830 881.83 176.00 332439.13 168021.37 '00'01.12 
County Totel 35421 794.86 1000.00 '28'01.38 218522.63 515981 ... 
z~=zsa~zz~K===~E=================ZEE===========E===================== ___ •••• s==az __ = ___ ••• z ••••••• = 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of local Option Highway User TaMes Within Each County 
by lRSA Formula for Minimum. MaMimum. and "Chosen Rates·. 
County-City-Towns Population 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 




~~=~===E=== •• __ •••• _ ••••• _ •••••••• _.===%=====Z==========:=====-------=:=~==================s ••• £ •• _ 
36---jackson 
brownstown 2872 15.69 30.01 14016.38 7305.11 17200.55 
crothersvi lIe 1687 8.99 17.42 8133.58 4239.09 9981.32 
medora 805 5.0. 9.02 .211.36 2194.89 b168.08 
seYmour 15576 72.32 150.72 70394.13 36688.29 86385.9. 
C+T Streets 209.0 102.0. 207.17 98755.50 50.27.38 118735.94 
County Roads 18790 746.81 792.83 370285.56 192986.81 .5 •• 05.19 
County Total 37730 8.8.85 1000.00 .670.1.06 2.3.14.19 573141.12 
~= •• ---~~--======== ••••••••••••••••••• _.======= _______ .c;== ___ .== ••••••••••••••••••• = ••• z== •••••••• 
37---jasper 
demotte 2482 19.60 35.78 12712.52 6070.02 18170.95 
remington 1247 10.34 18.38 6528.90 3117.44 8305.08 
rensselaer 50.5 29.56 64.39 22878.58 1092 •. 14 29102.88 
wheatfield 821 6.09 9.91 3522.36 1681.87 4.80.62 
C+f Streets 9395 65.59 128.46 456.2 .• 4 21193.50 58059.44 
County Roads 15565 921.10 871.!)4 309660.94 147857.94 3939011.00 
County Total 2.960 986.69 1000.00 355303.38 169651.44 .51983 .... 
••• _.a.~a.a.&_s ••• _ ••••• ~.======z._ •••••••••••••• ~===z~====.=.=======_== ••• =z •••••••••• = ••• %==E==== 
38---jay 
bryant 273 2.71 5.13 1264.85 706.94 1518.38 
dunkirk+blac 255. 13.91 37.05 9133.21 ~10~.~0 10965.70 
pennville 637 7.81 13.39 3301.38 18.5 .• 7 3963.7. 
portland 6 .. 83 .3.72 102.09 25166.82 1.088.26 30216.07 
redkey 1383 12.07 24.40 flO Hi . 58 3362 71 7222.49 
salamonia 138 3.18 •. 32 1066.06 595.93 1279.9. 
C+T Street. 11488 83 .• 0 186.38 .59.7.7·5 2588.t.81 55188.31 
County Roads 10044 753.06 813.62 200573.9. "112120.88 2.0815.31 
County Total 21512 836 .• 8 1000.00 2"8521.89 137805.89 295881.82 
== •••••••••••••••••••••• a •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
39---jeffer~on 
brooksbufg 19 0.99 1. 83 560.88 310.08 879.50 
dupont 391 3.51 1.22 2295.35 1225.12 2685.97 
hanover 3810 14.26 • 2.91 13837.13 7282.2 • 15951.88 
mad; son 12006 56.13 154.12 48977.92 28154.25 57312.86 
C+T St reets 18088 1 •. 89 208.09 65.91.13 3.972.31 76636.25 
County Roads 13711 535.7. 793.91 252294.63 13.725.58 295229 .• 4 
County Total 29797 610.63 1000.00 317785.75 169897.88 371865.89 




Distribution of local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from AI lac from 
Mi leage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
Alloc from Alloc from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates 
============ass_s~_ •• Z __ 2S~Z __ •• _===Z==Z============Z=========-------======================_=====s= 
40---jennillUs 
north vernon 5311 32.17 82.28 20920.37 11908.41 25197.13 
vernon 370 3.02 6.64 1687.58 960.61 2032.58 
C+T Streets 5681 35.19 88.91 22607.94 12869.00 27229.69 
County Roads 17980 653.22 911.09 231659.25 131866.37 279017.50 
County Total 23861 888.41 1000.00 254267.19 144735.38 306247.19 
=s==: ••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••• _=~=z.=.===============E== •• _.= ..• zsc •••••••• 
41---johnson 
bargersvl I Ie 1881 8.84 14.84 18398.81 7981.77 18587.59 
edinburo+bar 4070 18.59 36.95 40817.48 19887.04 48285.48 
f rank lin 12907 55.14 115.27 127350.89 61985.24 14 .. 3 .. 8 ..... 
greenwood 28285 98.30 226.67 250426.00 121889.50 283850.81 
new whiteland "097 14.70 35.20 38888.84 18927.34 44077.13 
pr i nces lakes 1055 13.81 13.94 15402.87 7498.92 17458.49 
trafalgar 531 ".88 6.04 6671.75 3247.33 7562.24 
whi t~I and 2 .... 6 12.32 22.77 25160.16 12246.17 28518.34 
C+T Streets 53052 222.38 471.68 521114.63 253641.38 590668.69 
County Roads 35057 583.27 528.32 583688.38 284097.88 661594.31 
County Total 88109 805.86 1000.00 1104803.00 537739.25 1252?'63.00 
~=============:====a~=======c==================.===~================c===z=========== ______ 5z==a:_._ 
42---kno. 
bi cknel I 3357 29.08 39.02 18404.93 9120.09 22722.88 
bruceville .. 71 3.83 5.28 2492.30 1235.00 3077.02 
decker 281 2.90 3.82 1708 23 8"8.47 2109.00 
edwardsport 380 4.35 5.22 2484.19 1221.07 30"2.31 
monroe city 538 5.25 8.70 3181.78 1588.74 3903.58 
oaktown 655 6.08 7.92 3737.20 1851.87 4813.97 
sandborn 455 4.77 5.92 2792.73 1383.87 3447.92 
vincennas 19859 100."8 178.23 83123.38 41189.87 102624.75 
wheat land 439 5.40 8.32 2981.80 1477.45 3881.10 
C+T Streets 28435 182.12 256.25 120868.38 59892.25 149222.50 
County Roads 13449 888.47 743.75 350815.38 173837.83 .. 33119.25 
County Total 3988 .. 1048.59 1000.00 471681.75 233729.88 582341.75 
•••••••• E ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• E •••• =~~============ ••••••••••• ~=.=E=E== •• = ••• z= •• = ••••• & 
__ . __ ---.J 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by lRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and ·Chosen Rates·. 
0.14 
County-City-Towns Populat ion 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mi leage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
AiioC from Alloc from 
Min. Rates· Max. Rates 
====Z======_S~S •• _CS2 •••• =.=~C.S.=S===========~===============-------======================zz_.z_.s 
43---kusciusku 
burket 200 2.18 2.48 2014.65 1019.96 2529.83 
claypool 411 3.01 4.67 3900.63 1917.67 4756.43 
etna green 578 3.22 6.26 5235.54 2573.95 838'.21 
leesburg 58' 4.12 8.58 5503.76 2705.82 8711.29 
mentone 912 8.15 10.20 8524.82 '191.08 10395.17 
mi I ford 1388 9.85 15.80 13045.79 8'13.71 15908.0' 
north webster 881 8.21 10.52 8795.07 '323.93 10724.71 
pierceton 1030 7.81 11.77 9841.13 4838.20 12000.27 
sidney 167 1.5' 1.99 1883.16 817.88 2028.05 
silver loke 528 2.66 5.8' '713. 17 2317.14 5747.24 
syrecuse 2729 15.25 29.58 24730.90 12158.'7 30158.88 
wersaw 10968 71.71 121.96 101968.44 50129.81 124337.9' 
winona lake 4053 21.87 43.70 36537.15 17962.78 44553.'1 
C+T Streets 24429 157.38 270.9' 228532.19 111310.13 278233.31 
County Roads 40865 1197.68 729.08 609584.75 299680.89 7'3303.58 
county Totel 85294 1355.06 1000.00 836096.94 411050.81 1019536.9' 
~~=~~~=.;~~~ _______ ••• & •••••• _ ••••• ___ ~z========z====== •• _.s._====e============.==.=_._~z._= ••• __ ._ 
44 - - -, agrange 
lagrange 2382 13.42 29.18 8095.82 '118.93 10019.48 
shipshewanna 52' 3.91 7.35 2038.73 1052.39 2523.23 
topeka 912 8.49 12.49 3463.49 1787.84 4286.56 
wolcottvi I le+n 638 4.13 8.34 2312.51 1193.71 2862.07 
C+T Streets 4458 27.95 57.36 15910.25 8212.81 19891.25 
County Roads 25021 796.43 9'2.64 261480.56 134975.56 323619.63 
County Totel 29.77 82'.38 1000.00 277390.81 143188.38 3'3310.88 
~_ ••••• = •••••••• _ •••••• _ ••• _ ••••••••••••••• = ••• =============== ••••• ~ •••••••••• _ ••••• = •••• s=_._._. __ 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
AIIOC from Alloc from 
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kingsbury 258 2.44 2.15 2574.25 1307.39 2983.75 
kingsford hgts 1488 17.05 13.26 15862.88 8058.30 18386.23 
la crosse 677 5.49 5.38 6439 38 3270.38 7"83.71 
laporte 21507 110.83 152.58 182585.50 92730.08 211630.08 
long beach 2044 18.31 16.75 20041.50 10178.52 23229.58 
michiana shore 378 9.10 4.75 5881.85 2885.85 8585.88 
mi chi :Jan ci ty' 33822 160.30 235.90 282297.19 143370.88 327203.31 
pottawatt pk 281 2.78 2.37 2839.17 1441.94 3290.81 
trai I creek 2463 13.27 17.64 21109.57 10720.98 24487.54 
wanatah 852 8.67 7.28 8712.72 4424.95 10098.89 
westville 5255 7.43 31.60 37818.88 19207.15 43834.87 
C+ T S t r elf t Ii 69023 355.85 489.66 56596? 94 297594.13 879174.19 
County Roads 38016 1028.82 510.34 610715.06 310165:06 707883.81 
County Total 107039 1384.47 1000.00 1198678.00 807759.19 1387038.00 
====t~===::=====~==~ •••••• c~_==c=zssa&&z_. __ • ___ .c&zza~za&._ ••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of local Option Highway User Taxes Within Eaeh County 




1991 Roed Alloe from Alloe from 
Mi leage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
Alloe from Alloe from 
Min. Rates Max. Retes 
~=====~:=z=: •••• aa2 •• _ ••• C~ •• _2~a==========:==================------~======================s~===s:_ 
4i---law,ellce 
bedford 13811 85.37 150.93 77511.31 40732.30 91212.75 
mi tchell 4669 30.46 52.63 27030.43 14204.53 31808.51 
001 i ti e 1424 9.25 16.01 8223.22 4321. 31 9676.61 
C+T Streets 19910 125.08 219.58 112784.94 59258.12 132898.08 
County Roads 22928 665.21 780.42 400792.69 210617 .12 471639.56 
County Total 42836 790.29 1000.00 513557.83 269875.25 804337.63 
=.=_~Z=:=~=._ •• _ •••• 2a •••••••••• *_ •••••• ======= _____ .s ••••••••••••• _ ••• : __ ••••• =.: •••••••• _ •••••••• 
48 - - -madl son 
al.xandria 5709 29.77 34.77 57685.33 27159.89 66609.31 
and.rson 59459 299.09 358.97 595563.19 280408.08 687697.62 
ehesterfld+del 2667 12.82 15.87 26334.36 12398.96 30408.32 
entry club hts 112 0.68 0.71 1177.44 554.37 1359.59 
edgewood· 2057 13.8" 13."2 22269.04 10484.90 25714.09 
elwood 9494 53.38 58.93 97776.56 46035.98 112902.75 
frankton 1736 13.45 11.84 19637.70 9245.99 22675.68 
i ngall s 889 9.31 6.16 11?11.32 5278.61 129115.73 
lapol 1742 9:67 10.78 17881.15 8418.95 20647.38 
me rk I ev i I Ie 412 2.35 2.57 "259.08 2005.30 4917.97 
orestes 458 3.56 3.13 5186.43 2441.92 5988.77 
pendleton' 2309 12.58 14.22 23588.03 11105.91 27237,13 
river forest 16 0.16 0.12 198.17 93.31 228.83 
sunmitvi lie 1010 8 33 7.03 11665.85 5492.61 13470.57 
woodl;twn hts 109 0.00 0.50 830.31 390.96 958.82 
C+T Streets 88179 468.79 539.62 895264.19 421515.75 1033762.75 
County Roeds 42490 923.08 460.38 763803 81 359620.50 881985.25 
County Total 130869 1391.87 1000.00 1859088.00 781138.25 1915728.00 
___ .=_===_=_==z=zz •• z •• ___ =======~~.J ••••• z.~~ •• %z:.= •••••••••••••••••••••••• z •• _ •• %:«.:sz.==z=:s.s 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of local Option Highway User TaKes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from AIIOC from Alloc from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
~==========ZS=.=:=.~~.=.2aa~=a: •• ======================~======-------===~==============·=======z===z 
49---rn.tI iUII 
beech grove 13383 58.29 17.13 153853.75 73289.38 17015~.88 
castleton 37 1.47 0.21 1905.42 907.66 2107.31 
clermont 1678 7.93 2.26 20272.77 9657.09 22~20.72 
cumberland+han 2933 8.58 3.03 27236.29 1297~.21 30122.0~ 
homecroft 758 3.67 1.03 9256.65 4409.47 10237.~1 
indianapolis 731327 1288.98 711.81 6392922.00 30~5317.00 7070287.00 
lawrence 28783 103.62 33.1~ 297597.89 1~1762.9~ 329128.81 
meridian hills 1728 12.04 2.81 25238.87 12022.73 27912.98 
rocky ripple 751 5.7~ 1.28 11540.27 5~97.29 12782.98 
southport 1989 8.86 2.59 23287.1~ 11093.01 2575~.47 
speedway city 13092 48.75 15.97 143398.12 68307.81 158589.2.5 
williams creek 425 3.58 0.77 8904.25 3288.89 7835.77 
warren park 1763 2.78 1.68 15048.17 7168.31 16642.56 
wynnedale 269 1.59 0.40 3608.85 1719.10 3991.22 
C+T Streets 796876 15~9.88 79~.11 7132069.00 3397415.00 7887728.00 
County Roads 283 1840.44 205.89 1849143.00 880853.58 204508~.00 
County Total 797159 3190.32 1000.00 8981?12.00 4278269.00 9932792.00 
====~~-----===:====E===========================_~~~~_~~_&C~&_~=====&=E============.C======= •••••••• 
50---marshall 
argos 16~2 9.32 15.12 7727.3~ 3882.51 9~76.95 
bourbon 1672 13.37 ·18.45 9429.17 4737.58 11564.11 
bremen 4725 24.96 42.05 21488.25 10796.53 28353.80 
culver 10104 12.81 16.7~ 8554.59 4<'98.16 10491.51 
lapaz 562 4.06 5.86 2994.80 1504.70 3672.88 
plymouth 8303 45.56' 75.23 38443.66 19315.58 47148.04 
C+T Streets 18308 110.08 173.~6 88637.9~ ~~535.13 108707.31 
County Roads 23874 908.18 828.54 422361.31 212210.69 517991.94 
County Total ~2182 1016.26 1000.00 510999.25 258745.81 828699.25 
•••• z: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =z •• ======= ••• __ ••• =cz: •• z ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
51---mertin 
crane- 218 1.98 8.18 10~7.26 5~~.31 128~.98 
loogootee 288~ 17.68 91.22 11711.78 8087.09 1~389.97 
shoals 853 9.16 3 •. 92 4482.69 2329.84 5500.11 
C+T Streets 3953 28.80 13~.29 17241.89 8961.21 21155.00 
County Roads 641& 368.12 86571 111146.75 57767.54 138373.44 
County Total 10369 396.92 1000.00 128388.44 66728.75 157528.~~ ;;;=za.:zz=====zz==._ •••••••••••• ~2 •• ====~=~=== •• Z= •• Z z ••••••• z:===========================z== ••••• 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of Local .Option Highway User Taxes Within Eaeh County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates·. 
County-City-Towns Population 
1990 
1991 Road Alloe from Alloe from A I loc from 





52 - - -Illi emi 
arrboy 370 3.24 5.04 2037.09 1041.80 2471.93 
bunker hi II 1010 5.66 10.78 4354.99 2227.20 5284.60 
converse Igra 985 6.83 11.74 4743.25 2425.76 5755.74 
denver 504 3.52 6.03 2436.57 1246.09 2956.67 
maey 216 2.04 3.09 1249.85 639.19 1516.84 
peru 12843 58.01 123.98 50090.jJ2 25617.07 60783.09 
C+T Streets 15930 79.30 180.87 64912.56 33197.13 78788.89 
County .Roads 20967 774.30 839.33 339101.75 173420.87 411485.83 
County Total 38897 853.80 1000.00 404014.31 206618.00 490254.31 
__ •••••••••••• ZZZZ •••••••• =2===Z ••• _.==Z •••••••••••••• 2 ••••••• a_=_ •••• aa= ••• = ••••• _ •• _ ••• =z~==~~=~= 
53 - - -mon roe 
bloomington 60833 158.78 407.18 414031.06 211552.38 477278.58 
el lettsvi I Ie 3275 16.30 25.66 26089.19 13330.47 30074.58· 
stinesvi tie 204 1.98 2.05 2083.97 1064.82 2402.32 
C+T Streets 64112 175.04 434.8!! 44n04.31 225947.89 509755.58 
County Roads 44866 680.0G 565.14 574680.13 293637.25 662468.44 
County Total 108978 855.10 1000.00 1016884.44 519584.94 1172224.00 
====-==============z==_========_==_=._== _______ =zzz====~:=====. __ ••• _=====c==.a •• _ •••• _ ••••• _ •••• _. 
54---montgomery· 
alamo 112 1. 74 2.14 939.71 469.C!6 1121.70 
crawfordsvi I Ie 13584 56.75 127 .• 6 55982.0. 27955.69 66823.75 
dar Ii ngton 7.0 5.00 8.58 3767.01 1881.13 4.96.5. 
ladoga 112. 7.01 12.53 5M2 05 2747.55 6567.80 
linden 718 •. 46 7.99 3507.92 1751.75 4187.28 
new market 814 3.38 8 .• 8 2838.89 1416.55 3386.05 
new richmond 312 2.62 •. 05 1780.88 a89.20 2125.51 
new ross 331 2.68 4.22 1851.68 924.87 2210.28 
waveland .7. 2.88 5.05 2218.46 1106.83 2845.70 
waynetown 911 5.75 10.21 4485.12 2239.73 5353.72 
wingate 275 1.94 3.28 1430.88 714.4. 1707.75 
C+T Streets 19195 9 •. 01 191.93 84299.94 42098.75 100825.75 
County Rutld:.; 15241 840.82 808.0f 35.915.56 177233.81 423849.75 
County Total 34438 93 •. 83 1000.00 439215.50 219330.56 524215.50 
•••• zs •• ==z==z===z= ••••••• =ss=== ••••••••••••••• z ___ ==_~~ ••• _ •• CEZ_C~Z •••••••• s_.:_.Z=_E.=_=~~~~~~~~ 
HERPICC 
12118192 
Dist~ibution of local Option Highway Use~ Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum. Meximum. end "Chosen Retes·. 
County-City-Towns Population 
1990 
1991 Road I Alloc from Alloe f~om AIIOC from 
Min. Retes Mi leage . each $1000 Chosen Rates 
0.19 
AI loc f~om 
Max. Rates 
=~=========Z.=_C*_:_.S •• ZS.~~.SR_=============================-~-----============================.= 
55- - -morglln 
bethany 90 0.80 1.38 963.89 494.87 1137.83 
brooklyn 1162 4.94 15.01 10502.67 5392.23 12395.79 
lake ha~t 213 1.86 3.24 2269.19 1165.04 2678.7.1 
me~tinsvi I Ie 11677 53.68 152.94 106997.12 54933.89 126283.38 
moo~esvi lie 5541 22.78 71.19 49802.16 25569.16 58779.03 
morgantown 978 5.61 13.38 9363.00 4807.10 11050.68 
pa~agon 515 3.52 7.34 5134.35 2636.05 6059.82 
C+T St~eet. 20176 93.19 284.49 185032.50 94998.'" 218384.75 
County Roods 35744 683.24 735.51 514548.94 264177.00 607296.69 
County Total 55920 778.43 1000.00 899581.44 359175.44 825881.44 
==== ••••••• ====_===.~ ••••• ========_===_=. _____ .s •• ~==.a ••••••• =============_: •••••••••••••••••••••• 
56---newton 
b~ook 899 7.07 21.33 3695.78 1878.00 "'40.79 
goodland 1033 8.01 24.38 4224.16 2144.21 5075.68 
kentland 1798 14.03 42.54 7369.82 3740.97 8855.45 
rnoroccu 1044 10.25 21.10 4695.00 2383.21 5641.42 
mt. ayr 151 2.1.3 4.66 807.03 409.65 969.71 
C+T St~e.t. 4925 41.49 120.02 20791.81 10554.08 24983.08 
County Roads 8626 659./1 879.98 152438.00 77378.50 183166.75 
CountY'Total 13551 701.20 1000.00 173229.81 87932.58 208149.81 
=================== __ =====~_~~~_~=~= ____ =====~=======================c ••• =c ••• ===.== •••••••• = •••••• 
57---noble 
albion 1823 13.02 21.15 9697 40 5019.41 11750.75 
avilla 1388 6.14 12.65 5799.09 3001.63 7027.00 
cromwell 520 3.25 5.82 2577.90 1334.33 3123.75 
kendal I v i I Ie 7773 36.99 73.77 33631.15 17511.13 '0994.84 
I igoni8~ 34'3 20.59 36.40 18891.78 8639.72 20226.13 
rome ci ty 1138 11.84 16.49 7559.93 3913.05 9180.68 
wolcottvi 1+la 241 1.58 2.65 1218.57 829.70 1'74.18 
C+T St~eets 1830' 93.39 188.73 77373.88 40049.00 93757.19 
County Roads 21573 810.71 831.27 381202.89 197311.87 481919.38 
County Total 37877 904.10 1000.00 458576.56 237360.87 555676.58 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••• :=:===~======z= •••••••• : •••• ==%Z=Z •• E •••••• =.zsc~ ••• 
58---0hio 
~ising sun 2311 10.40 143.88 8462.15 4659.94 10047.73 
C.T Streets 2311 10.40 143.88 6462.15 4659.94 10047 73-
Coun.ty Roads 3004 135.77 856.12 50351.23 27727.42 59785.84 
County Totel 5315 1.8.17 1000.00 58813.38 32387 36 89833.38 
=================== •••••• ~r=~====: •••• z=:====.==z====z== •• __ •• __ z==z:z== •••• := •• = ___ ===z.== •••••••• 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Milliralm. Maximum. and ·Chosen Rates·. 
County-City-Towns Popu I at i on 
1990 
1991 Road Alloe from Alloc from Alloe from 
Min. Rates Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
D.20 
AI loe from 
Max. Rates 
====:======2S.=SE= ••••••• eS=~2=.e=2===========================------~==~===================2=SE •• _S 
59- - -ol'8Ilge 
french lick 2087 15.58 41.44 8574.55 4652.07 10558.s.t 
orleens 2083 18.74 45.21 9353.20 5074.52 11517.88 
paol i 3542 21.87 64.83 13412.94 7277 .11 16516.89 
west beden 675 7.28 16.10 3331.84 1807.67 4102.88 
C+T Streets 8387 63.47 167.58 34872.58 18811.37 42898.31 
County Roads 10022 800.60 832.42 172228.50 93441.58 212084.75 
County Total 18409 684.07 1000.00 208901.08 112252.94 254781.08 
=.=S~------:=======.E ••••••••• =.= ••••• _.======= ________ &_~~_s_z_ •• =.=a ••••••••• _ •••• ===.=== •••••••• 
60- - -owen 
gosport 764 5.85 16.06 3348.54 1849.48 4071. !S7 
spencer 2609 16.26 50.25 10478.84 5787.66 12760.27 
C+T Streets 3373 22. 11 66.31 13827.44 7637.13 16837.88 
County Roads 13908 626.45 933.69 194699.50 107536.25 237089.00 
County Total 17281 648.56 1000.00 ;>08526.94 115173.38 253926.88 
====~-~~-~~~=~==========================~======-~~--~~~_.~~a~:;====.=======================_ ••••••• 
61---pe r ke 
bloomingdale 341 3. (4 8.22 1552.27 795.41 1898.41 
judson 61 1.27 2.08 392.77 201.26 479.84 
marshell 379 2.35 7.30 1379.24 708.75 1685.02 
mecca 331 ".17 8.52 1610.10 8l~.04 1967.06 
montezuma 1134 11.18 26.05 4921.29 2521.75 6012.33 
rockville 2708 18.26 53.63 10131.27 5191.43 12377.35 
rosedele 783 5.73 15.97 3017 03 1545.97 3885.90 
C+T Streets 5735 48.70 121.77 23004.00 11787.63 28103.88 
County Roads 9875 742.44 878.23 185901.81 85010.75 202881.88 
County Total 15410 789.14 1000.00 188905.81 98798.38 230785.75 
••••• 2 •••••••••••••••••••• s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• s.=~:tz===.C.==~SB •••••• 
82---perry 
cannelton 1788 12.58 38.95 7828.94 4182.92 9127.08 
le I I (; i ty 8088· 45.68 151.0( 31187.07 17099.74 37311.45 
troy 485 2.84 9.00 1857. 17 1018.28 2221.88 
C+T Streets 10339 61.08 197.02 40873.19 22300.9" "8680.44 
County Roads 8768 489.20 • 802.98 185788.19 90890.00 198320.94 
County Total 19107 550 28 1000.00 208441.38 113190.9" 248981.38 
====z=z====~==z=~=~ •• z_.zc _______ •• _&.z=;====&= ••••• ___ ==:s=zz •••• z ••••••••• c.: •• c.= •••••••• = •• = ••• 
HERPICC 
12116/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
County-City-Towns Popu I at i on 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 




~==~=~==~==== ••• _ •• S._C=EK=:=:=.S===================%=========-------====:~~~====================c= 
G3---pike 
petersburg 2449 18.38 55 . .14 10859.85 5533.05 13396.25 
spurgeon ""9 2.06 5.36 885.76 451.29 1092. &3 
wi nsl ow 875 9.28 27.41 4528.39 2307.20 M66.02 
C+T Streets 3473 29.72 98.52 16274.06 8291.56 20075.00 
County Roads 9036 523.31 901.48 148910.25 75869.25 183689.31 
County Total 12509 553.03 1000.00 165184.31 84160.81 203784.31 
=========~= ••••••••••••••• ___ ._ •••• _.c_~========.z=_=z==_: ••••• ==_:2= •••••••• c===== ___ •••• = __ •••••• 
54---porter 
beverly shores 822 40.54 17.19 26963.95 12757.18 30825.95 
burns harbor 788 10.84 7.49 11746.61 S557.5~ 13479.05 
chesterton 9124 46.33 58.80 92209.75 43626.21 105416.81 
dune acres 263 6.65 3.57 5597.72 2648.39 6399.47 
hebron 3183 13.28 19.50 30573.74 14465.02 34952.75 
kouts 1803 7.97 10.27 16106.48 7620.29 18413.38 
ogden dunes 1499 10.72 10.76 16868.73 7980.92 19284.80 
town of pines 789 9.67 7.08 11106.71 5254.80 12897.51 
portage 29060 106.31 172.73 270870.25 128153.94 309666.50 
porter 3118 32.93 28.13 40968.91 19383.18 46838.81 
va I para,i so 244,.,. 91.61 ""5.93 228834.94 108268.19 281610.50 
C+T Streets 74463 378.85 479.46 751848.06 355713.75 859533.81 
County Roads 54469 757.10 520.54 818279.94 388197.75 933194.19 
County Total 128932 1133.95 1000.00 1568128.00 741911.50 1792728.00 
======-==--•••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••• _===================_==========~======z_.= •• ==============~. 
65---posey 
cynthiana 889 5.64 11.04 3752.44 1884.05 4553.88 
griffin 171 1.52 2.90 988.95 490.27 1197.75 
mt. vernon 7217 40.81 98.18 33373.04 16578.23 40500.76 
new harmony 848 6.87 13.B9 .4652.22 2311.01 5645.83 
poseyville 1089 8.91 17.69 6012.16 2988.57 7296.22 
C+T Streets 9992 83.75 ""3.49 48778.81 24230.13 59194."4 
County Roads 15976 702.74 858.51 291147.08 144828.81 353329.50 
County Total 25988 766.49 1000.00 339923.88 168858.94 412523.94 
••••• a •• stt: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _=::: •• :===:::=========.z ••••• ===::.::=====.:c:.z=.=======z: 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by lRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates·. 
0.22 
County-City-Towns Popu I at i on 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen RHtes 
Alloc from Alloc from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates 
~~=~~==~===~=S=S ••• __ .SS2=S_=_S •• ~=====:======================~------===:========================z= 
6G---puldSki 
frflncesvi lie 989 1.21 21.12 3915.31 1902.30 4911.96 
medaryvil Ie 689 8.71 16.80 3028.22 1471.30 3845.41 
monterey 230 2.88 6.17 1112.35 540.4~ 1417.55 
wi namac 2282 15.12 49.61 8941.45 4344.31 11354.53 
C+T Streets 4150 32.58 94.31 18991.31 8258.38 21584.44 
County Roads 8493 878.86 905.89 183234.19 79309.25 201287.13 
County Total 12643 909.44 1000.00 180231.50 81587.83 228871.58 
E==_--~-~~-======== ••••• _ ••• z_ •••••••• z.=~===== ______ ~ ___ S5& __ a •• =s ••••••••• __ = ••••• ======= •••• _ ••• 
87---putn am 
bainbridge 682 5.10 9.42 3341.70 1819.28 4008.35 
cloverdale 1881 13.35 23.98 8503.50 4213.20 10194.81 
fi limore 491 5.81 8.89 3083.43 1549.49 3898.11 
greencastle 8984 40.41 98.34 34815.51 11525.14 41812.10 
roechdele 902 5.61 11.31 4031.05 2025.70 4832.81 
russRllvl I Ie 338 4.48 8.52 2313.02 1162.35 2773.01 
C+T Streets 13082 74.'60 158.32 56148.31 28215.81 81316.00 
County Roeds 11233 154.18 841.68 298509.63 150007.94 351881.88 
County Total 30315 328.f8 1000.00 354651.94 118223.75 425191.88 
============~====~============2======:=========~E===~=~==========================_===s~%==s===.=&.= 
68---rendOlph 
elbeny + del 128 0.10 1.53 491.84 264.51 599.23 
farmlend 1412 6.08 15.52 4915.50 2615.82 8081.83 
I osan t v i I Ie 253 2.58 4.04 1:>98,22 897 11 1579.23 
lynn 1183 6.02 13.80 4423.94 2319.20 5389.85 
modoc 218 2.05 3.34 1010.02 575.46 1303.64 
parker 1323 1.49 18.08 5152.88 2711.11 8271.70 
ri,dgevi lie 808 1.85 12.59 4034.15 2189.57 .914.96 
saratoga 266 2.79 4.32 1383.80 744.21 1685.93 
union city 3612 18.58 42.29 13558.02 7290.42 1a515.79 
winchester 5095 23.56 57.45 18412.05 9902.00 22432.06 
C+T Streets 14298 17.86 170.98 54798.31 29489.44 88760.31 
Cou n t y RU8tb 12850 868.99 829.04 265718.81 142903.50 32373-1.81 
County Total 27148 948.65 1000.00 320515.13 112372.94 390495.13 
_& __ K~EZ====Xz=zz== ••• _ •••• a=z==s •••••• z_. __ ••• SE:==:==z.==c~=_.=:a.=.s_ •• _ ••••• z •• ========~~~~~~~~ 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloe from Alloe from 
Mileage each'1000 Chosen Rates 
Alloe from Alloe from 
Min. Rates Me_ Rates 
~:=======S== •• KS.= ••• S •• S=S=~===~==Z==========================-------==========================zzc: 
69---ripley 
batesvi Ile+fr 3723 20.68 51.30 15887.20 8402.80 19309.86 
hoi ton 451 4 . .48 8.22 2547.12 1347.18 3095.85 
mi Ian 1529 8.10 20.67 8400.81 3385.41 7779.77 
napOleon 238 1.89 3.65 1131.83 598.52 1375.42 
osgood 1888 11.21 25.13 7781.30 4115.56 9457.68 
sunman 623 3.53 8.65 2880.43 1417.89 3257.89 
versai lies 1791 8.71 23.42 7252.36 3835.80 8814.77 
C+T Streets 10043 58.40 141.04 43880.81 23102.94 53091.19 
County Roods 14573 727.53 858.96 266018.31 140698.12 323327.94 
County Total 24616 785.93 1000.00 309899.13 163801.08 378419.13 
===== •••••• ==s===== •••• _._======== ___ ==: ____ ••••• =======z=.a •• ====~======._.= •••••••••••••••••••••• 
'70---rush 
carthage 887 6.84 16.62 3548.98 1834.91 4338.66 
glenwood +fay 228 1. 28 3.79 810.23 418.91 990.06 
rushville 5533 27.46 88.47 18893.79 9768.60 23087.34 
C+T Streets 8848 35.58 108.88 23253.00 12022.44 28414.12 
County Roads 11481 765.26 891.12 190304.81 98392.75 232543.75 
County Total 18129 800.84 1000.00 213557.81 110415.19 280957.87 
===============a====================================================================a*. ___ s&= •• = ••• 
71---st. joseph 
indian vi·llage 142 1.31 0.65 1759.33 871.15 2023.10 
I akevi II e 855 4.07' 2.53 6881.22 3407.32 7912.89 
mishawaka 42608 147.49 137.34 37A?68 75' 185323.83 430381.25 
new ea r lis Ie 1446 6.56 5.02 13674.17 8770.93 15724.27 
north liberty 1388 6.38 4.78 13032.08 6452.99 14985.92 
osceola 1999 11.89 7.54 20543'.39 10172.30 23623.37 
roseland 706 4.35 2.71 7393.93 3881.19 8502.48 
south bend 105511 U9.71 359.48 979655.38 485087.94 1128531.00 
walkerton 2081 12.03 7.77 21188.43 10480.81 24339.82 
C+T Streets 158.494 8.43.59 527.80 1438375.00 712228.31 1854024.00 
County Roads 90558 1098.97. 472.20 1286843.00 837195.69 1.47977.4,00 
County Total 247052 1742.56 1000.00 2725218.00 1349424.00 3133798.00 . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :: ••• =:===== ======== ••••••• E= •• ~.E~===Z.E.2.E===~===E&a •• 
72---scott 
austin .4310 21.91 88.32 18903.25 11090.84 21997.88 
scottsburg 5334 29.48 11440 24485.87 1.4365.98 28494.42 
C+T Streets 9844 51.39 202.72 43.389.06 25456.63 50492;25 
County ~o!lds 11347 319.56 797.28 170650.00 100121.19 198586.87 
County Total 20991 370.95 1000.00 214039.06 125577.81 249079.12 
••••••••• z •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ====:=.===============.====:E========== ••••• ==&============ 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of local .Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by lRSA Formula for Minimum, MaKimum, and 'Chosen Rates'. 
D.24 
County-City-Towns Popu lation 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from AI lac from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
AI lac from Alloc from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates 
~==========~.=*S2==K=ZEZ=~=~===e==S=3=========================-------====~=================.z=z=_.~ 
73---shelby 
morristown 980 4.88 9.06 4447.38 2295.61 5261.68 
shelbyvi I Ie 15336 58.46 126.35 62038.60 32022.57 73397.56 
st. paul +dec 418 2.89 4.56 2238.22 1155.30 2648.02 
C+TStreets 16734 66.23 139.97 68724.06 35473.44 81307.13 
County Roads 23573 864.38 860.03 422277.31 217967.63 499594.25 
County Total 40307 930.61 1000.00 491001.37 253441.06 580901.38 





























2217.25 1118.82 2738.18 
6109.27 3076.67 7539.11 
1537.22 774.15 1897.00 
4098.00 2063.78 5057.11 
9126.67 4596.25 11262.70· 
5770.64 2906.14 7121.23 
28659.06 14533.62 35613.31 
221436.56 111517.00 273262 .. 31 
250295.63 126050.63 308875.83 
====EC2==2====~=========c============c.=_ •• __ ._z.=============.c •• ===========.= •••••••••••••••••••• 
75---starke 
haml et 789 9.17 18.85 4470.82 2448.02 5369.30 
knOll 3705 26.17 70.18 16643.28 9113.10 19988.00 
north judson 1582 14.77 33.87 8032.74 4398.36 9647.04 
C+T Streets 6076 50.11 122.90 29U6.81 15959.44 35004.31 
County Roads 11671 686.42 877.10 208008.81 113896.13 249811.31 
County Total 17747 736.53 1000.00 237155.62 129855.58 284815.83 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =s ••• =~======= •••• ~e.=====es= ••••••••• s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
76---steuben 
angola 5824 30.S9 77.23 27597.82 13840. U 33370.27 
ashley + dek 320 2.75 5.46 1950.94 978.40 2359.00 
clear Ittktt 272 8.35 11.48 "102.00 2057.17 4959.98 
fremont 1407 10.72 22.45 8020.64 4022.39 9698.26 
hami I ton +dek 526 6.12 10.79 3857.03 1934.32 4663.77 
hudson "38 5.53 9"8 3388.09 1699.14 4096.75 
or I and 361 2.35 5.30 1895.12 950."1 2291.51 
C+T Streets 9148 66 41 142.20 50811.81 25482.38 61439.75 
County Roads 18298 636.93 857.80 306517.06 15371975 37062912 
County Total 27446 703.34 1000.00 357328.88 179202.13 432068.88 
===========& _____ ._ •• z=.~.z •• === •••••••• ======= ••• ==.zz ••••••• ====.==2 •• ZS •• ~:==== •• =z ••• z=.===== •• 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of locel Option Highway User Ta~es Within Each County 
by lRSA Formula for Minimum. Maximum. and ·Chosen Rates·. 
D.25 
County-City-Towns Popu I at i on 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
Alloe from Alloe from 
Min. Rates Max Rates 
~~=========Z ••••• =~ ••• __ 2_2~S2:.'===Z=========~========~======-------==~===================z====x.= 
77 - - - su I I ivan 
carl isle 613 6.88 12.20 2874.49 1489.21 3454.38 
dugger 936 9.08 17.44 4108.63 2128.59 4937.48 
farmersburg 1159 11.29 21.64 5096.70 2640.'8 61i".88 
hymera 771 10.11 16.57 3902.06 2021.57 '689.2' 
merom 257 4.93 6.83 1607.69 832.91 1932.02 
shelburn 1147 13.20 23.11 5442.81 2819.80 65'0.62 
su II ivan .663 33.94 77.46 18245.67 9,52.66 21926.'8 
C+T Streets 95'6 69.'3 175.24 '1278.00 21365.19 '9605.25 
County Roods 9447 068.12 824.76 194277.63 100650.61 233'70.37 
County Totel 18993 951.55 1000.00 235555.62 122036.00 283075.83 
====_ ••••••• =======._ •• __ .======= _________ C&_:_.=~&===~ ••• & •• &============s== ••• __ •••••• a __ •• x ••••• 
78---switzerland 
patriot 190 2.47 10.18 800.83 "7.5. 968.38 
vevay 1393 8.84 54.87 '314.63 2411.79 5207.86 
C+T Streets 1583 11.31 65.05 5115.25 2859.33 61701.25 
County Roods 6155 363.02 934.95 73523.75 '1098.23 88744.75 
County Total 7738 314.93 1000.00 78639.00 43957.56 94919.00 
========= __ ========x=.=~ •••• =.==zca •• ===_ •• ___ .=z==c=z=======z_aK.zzz==~===== •••••••••••••••• a ••••• 
79---tippecanoe 
batt I e ground 806 '.2' ,.67 6027 .• a 2996.'7 6778.'7 
clarks hi" 716 4.27 4.33 5588.19 2119.98 628,.'9 
dayton 996 5.19 5.75 7425.30 3693.87 8350.52 
lafayette '376' 112.70 232.70 30056'.00 149521.56 338015.06 
otterbein+ben 203 1.18 1.22 1570.14- 781.10 1765.78 
shedeland 181. 35.19 19.18 24770.65 12322.65 21857.13 
west I afay.tte 25901 54.34 120.53 15568'.31 77448.25 175082.9. 
C+T Streets r..088 271.11 388.37 501630.13 2.95.5.81 58'13".50 
County Roeds 19842 835.'5 811. 83 769995.88 392999.19 888'31.50 
County Totel 153908 1112.58 1000.00 1291828.00 6425,5.00 1'52588.00 
==zz •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• z •••••••••••••••••••••• __ .==~============ ••••••• = •• :==._ ••••••• 
80- - -.l iplurt 
ken-.:> ton 362 3.81 9.61 2252.15 1082.23 2121.18 
sharpsvi I Ie 169 '.39 15.35 3597.88 189639 43'8.89 
tipton .751 21.28 87.10 20'15.60 9626.'5 2'885.99 
windfall ci ty 1?9 6.60 18.40 4311.99 2033.21 5209.72 
C+T Streets 6861 36.14 130.'5 30576.06 14'18.31 38944.19 
County Roads 9458 566.64 669.55 203819.63 96105.9' 2'6253.56 
County Total 16119 80'.78 1000.00 23'397.69 11052'.25 283191.15 
:Z~:=:~============ •• _ •• _ •• =:===. ______ Z=Z===E=Z=======. __ •• __ ••••••• c=a._&cc __ = __ ._: ••••• = __ •••••• 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of local Option Highway User Te~es Within Each County 
by lRSA Formula for Minimum. Ma~imum. and "Chosen Rates". 
County-City-Towns Populet ion 
1990 
1991 Road Alloc from Alloc from A' 'oc from 
Min. Rates Mileage each $1000 Chosen Retes 
0.26 
A' 'oc from 
Me_. Rates 
:::~=~=====S=S~S.ZSS_Z~:2 •• S==.~D=============================-------=========================z==._ 
81---unioll 
liberty 2051. 10.06 86.83 7090.13 3914.06 8705.21 
w co" ege corn 686 5.15 34.02 2777.61 1533.36 3410.33 
C+T Streets 2737 15.21 120.85 9867.75 5447.42 12115.56 
County Roads 4239 271.90 879.15 71785.00 39628.46 88137.19 
County Total 8978 287.11 1000.00 81652.75 45075.88 100252.75 
z: •••••••••••• _ ••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ==== •• =================.=== •• ===:=== •••••••• 
82---vanderburgh 
detrmstadt 1348 14 .18 10.80 20283.72 10104.09 23365.52 
evansvi". 126272 499.79 880.37 1263929.00 629610.75 1455964.00 
C+T Streets 127818 513.95 670.96 1284213.00 639714.75 1479330.00 
County Roads 37UO 478.89 329.04 629768.13 313710.25 725449.50 
County Total 185058 992.84 1000.00 1913979.00 953425.00 2204779.00 
==== __ •• _ ••••••••••••• __ •• 2=S=~=.=== •• == •• _ •••• _ •• =.%_.======:~============================= •• ==_ •• 
83---venni II ion 
ceyuga 1083 9.04 28.53 5849.91 3106.85 6991.15 
clinton 5040 34.64 119.84 24592.16 13060.75 29389.78 
dane 612 6.37 16.57 3398.40 1804.87 4061.39 
fairview park 1446 13.79 41.07 8419.93 4471.77 10062.55 
newport 627 6.63 18.93 3881.39 2061.38 4638.61 
perrysville 443 3.87 11.97 2453.89 1303.25 2932.62 
universal 392 4.84 13.04 2672.80 1419.51 3194.23 
C+T Streets 9643 78.18 250.0!; 51'RS 56 27228 U 61270.-14 
County Roads 7130 384.69 749.95 153767.50 81865.00 183765.63 
Coun·ty Tota I 16773 483.07 1000.00 205038.06 108893. U 245036.08 
=~===.==s.~======== •••••••• zz=z=._ •••• a •• _ •••••• a&E=ca=. ___ •• _ ••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• ___ ••••••••••••• 
84---vigo 
ri ley 232 1.79 1.92 2139.80 1104.87 2447.11 
seelyvi Iia 1090 8.51 8.38 9338.58 4821.32 10678.49 
ternl haute 57483 308.57 429.14 479289.19 247500.12 548175.50 
w lerrll hltute 2495 10.42 17.62 19682.91 10164.05 22511.85 
C+T Streets 81300 327.29 457.04 510448.31 263590.38 583812.94 
County Roads 44807 858.41 542.96 606399.69 313138.69 693555.08 
County Total 108107 1185.70 1000.00 1116848.00 576729.06 1277368.00 
=;;= ••••••• zzz •••••••• _ ••• ___ •••• _. ___ z==_.~ •• tc ••• zz ••••• c=.z=c===zz====sz================~zsz •• z. 
HERPICC 
12116/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum. Maximum. and 'Chosen Rates·. 
County-City-Towns Popu I at i on 
1990 
1991 Road Alloe from Alloe from Alloe from 





85 - - -wabash I 
la fontaine 909 7.04 11. 87 5115.66 2573.95 6266.04 
lagro 496 4.72 7.31 3150.98 1585.42 3859.5. 
n manches te r 6383 32.61 67.37 29036.14 14609.56 35565.55 
roann 447 4.28 8.59 2842.27 1430.09 3481.41 
wabash 12127 60.53 126.64 54582.09 27463.03 66858.06 
C+T Streets 20382 109.16 219.78 94727.19 47862.08 116028.83 
County Roads 14707 733.30 780.22 336274.50 189198.87 411893.06 
County Totol 35089 842.46 1000.00 431001.69 216858.94 527921.69 
•••• _ •• Z ••••••••••••••• == ••• _ ••••••••••••• Ee ••• ~~=~~~~========._ ••••• ==S==~Z2_.zz ••••• _.=z========~ 
88---warren 
pine vi I lage 134 1.41 5.22 592.08 297.25 731.38 
state line ety 182 3.14 8.78 995.62 499.85 1229.87 
west lebanon 760 6.80 27.96 3170.97 1591.98 3917.04 
wi I I i amsport 1798 12.19 60.78 6892.68 3460.47 8514.41 
C+T Streets 2814 23.54 102.15 11651.31 5849.54 14392.89 
County Roads 5302 556.86 897.25 101743.88 51080.51 125682.50 
County Total 8176 580.40 1000.00 113395.19 58930.05 140075.19 
===~=====z======================.==.==== ____ ._.=.=~=========== •••••••• ==z====.a •••••••••••••••••••• 
8 7 - - -we r ric k 
boonvi II e 6724 33.43 66.92 39091.61 19613.03 45680.99 
chandler 3099 17.24 32.87 19201.12 9633.58 22437.70 
elberfeld 635 7.07 10.65 6220.52 3120.96 7269.06 
I ynnv i I Ie 640 5.69 9.14 5341 68 2680.02 62.,2.08 
newburgh 2880 14.48 28.84 16847.87 8452.91 19887.79 
tennyson 267 2.31 3.74 2187.25 1097.39 2555.94 
C+T Streets 14245 80.22 152.18 88890.00 44597.88 103873.S8 
County Roads 30875 842.85 847.82 "95228.08 24846".69 578702.50 
County Total 44920 723.07 1000.00 584118.08 293062.S8 882578.08 
••••••• a ••• =:=.=.=z~.z=========== •• _ ••• _ •• E~SC_ •• SZS •• • =_ •• c ••• c= •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HERPICC 
12116192 
Distribution of local Option Highway User TaKes Within Each County 




1991 Road Alloc from AI lac from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
Alloc from Alloc from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates 
~=====:===~K.Z ••• = •••••• _.e.SS ••• =2========~==================~----~-~===========================E= 
88---w8shinuton 
campbe I I sbu rg 808 5.88 10.60 2743.85 1527.28 3273.65 
fredricksburg 155 1.43 2.70 697.37 388.17 832.02 
hardinsburg 322 4.30 6.89 1782.60 992.23 2126.79 
Ii tt Ie york 155 2.49 3.72 963.60 538.38 1149.66 
livonia 136 1.80 2.89 748.84 418.82 893.43 
new pekin 1095 7.58 18.59 4293.05 2389.59 5121.98 
salem 5619 33.11 79.52 20576.33 11453.17 24549.37 
sal ti 110 117 2.75 3.86 945.99 526.56 1128.65 
C+T Streets 8205 59.12 126.58 32751.69 18230.19 39075.63 
County Roads 15512 765.01 873.42 225991.12 125790.88 269627.25 
County Total 23717 824.13 1000.00 258742.81 144021.08 308702.88 
•••••••••••• s=~ •••••••••• s_ •• _a=.~=~==~~~======= __ ===_Z==._S=_._.=.~==============~=. ____ a_._ •• __ •• 
89---wayne 
boston 159 0.28 1 ..... 1050.48 579.09 1217.45 
cal'l'bridge city 2091 14.75 23.59 17174.50 9467.66 19904.34 
..:enlervi I Ie 2396 10.56 24.40 17766.73 9794.13 20590.71 
dubl in 805 5.32 8.93 6503.07 3584 .. 90 7538.71 
eastgermentown 372 2.02 3.94 ~872.05 1583.25 3328.56 
economy 151 1.77 2.00 1454.21 801.65 1685.35 
fountain .city 766 5.12 8.52 6205.54 3420.88 7191.89 
greensfork 416 2.07 4.33' 3154.41 1738.91 3655.79 
hagerstown 1835 11.05 19.91 14496.84 7991.56 16801.07 
mi I ton 634 3.96 6.94 5051.86 Utl4.91 5854.86 
mt. auburn 138 0.71 1.45 1053.49 580.75 1220.94 
richmond 38705 164.04 391.15 284820.56 157010.88 330092.00 
spring grove 420 1. 78 4.24 3090.66 1703 76 3581.91 
whi tewater 111 0.35 1.07 780.26 '430.13 904.28 
C+T Stre.ts 49001 223.78 501.91 365474.81 201472.50 ,s23!588.00 
County Roads 22950 735.71 A98.09 352691.50 1~9938.19 420340.31 
County Totel 71951 959.49 1000.00 728188.31 401410.89 843908.31 
.~ ......................... _._._2 .. _ ....... _._ ................................. zsa ••••••••••••••••• 
90- - -_I Is 
blufftull 9020 45.73 116.29 38980.18 19755.92 48148.41 
markle + hunt 432 1.71 5.08 1702.29 862.16 2102.59 
ossien 2428 10.50 29.45 9872.33 5003.49 12193.82 
poneto 236 1.75 3 61 1209.63 613.06 1494.08 
uniondale 289 2.52 •. 80 1810.52 818.24 1989.24 
vere cruz 83 1.54 2.21 742.36 376.24 916.92 
C+T Streets 12488 63.75 161.45 5"117.31 21427.69 56843.06 
County Roads 13460 718.47 838.55 281071.75 142452.69 3.7186.00 
County Totel 25948 782.22 1000.00 335189.08 169880.38 414009.08 
:==:===============_ •• t ••• ~====== ••• ~ ••• =.ZZZ*E=&======& •• _._ •••• c •• z ••••• &K:.~_ ••• s=s~.ss= ••• s •• _. 
HERPICC 
12/16/92 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User TaKes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula ror Minimum, MaKimum. and ·Chosen Rates·. 
County-City-Towns Population 
1990 
1991 Road AI lac from AI lac from AlloC from 




=~~=s== •• z:=z_a ••••• S.2_ •• S==_E.==============================--~-~-~======================s=_=z=._ 
91- - -whi ttl 
brookston 1804 9.06 22.15 1192.30 3511.15 8812.43 
burnettsvi I Ie "01 6.65 8.76 2710.00 1375.37 3411.01 
chalmers 525 5.04 8.54 2700.29 1340.76 3331.08 
monon 1585 9.50 21.22 6708.20 3330.78 8275.26 
monticello 5237 33.54 71.82 22108.02 11215.01 28012.87 
reynolds 528 4.53 8.16 2579.59 1280.83 3182.19 
wolcott 888 6.87 13.11 4143.84 2057.51 5111.85 
C+T Streets 10968 75.19 154.35 4aa02.31 24231.50 80202.83 
County Roods 12299 926.01 845.65 287376.25 132758.63 329835.94 
County Total 23285 1001.20 1000.00 316178.56 158990.12 390038.58 
==== ••••••• :c •••••••• __ ••• ======= ____ ==_. ______ .=.= •• = ••• _ •• _ ••• ===========~= •• __ •• _ ••••••• _ •• _ •••• 
'92---whitley 
churubusco 1781 8.31 20.25 7525.11 3804.11 9275.68 
colurTtlia cHy 5708 29.87 76.14 28297.05 14304.78 34879.80 
larwi" 219 2.08 4.01 1491.05 753.76 1837.92 
lIIouth whitley 1482 8.75 lO.93 7719.82 3932.87 9589.65 
C+T Streets 9188 47.01 121.33 45093.13 22195.56 55583.19 
County Roads 18"63 638.38 878.87 326569.75 165088.12 402539.69 
County Total 21651 685.39 1000.00 371662.88 187883.69 458122.68 
==== ••••• ==~=====.= ••••• _ •• _._ •••• z_z=========================z=_=============================_===z 
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